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Derby Daze tradition back for another year
by Arnold Edwards
staff writer
For the past week, there have
been several activities across
campus helping to help benefit
hospitals across the country.
These events make up Derby
Daze, a tradition at Clemson
University for the past 16 years.
Derby Days is a week long
festival of events arranged by the
Sigma Chi fraternity, that was
held this year from Monday, Sept.
27, through today, Oct. 1. It
involves most of the sororities on
campus in a series of different
contests, competitions, and events
to support the Greenville Hospital
chapter of the Children's Miracle
Network.
One of these events includes
the Derby Queen competition, in
which a nominee from each
sorority is selected and has her
photograph placed on a display
in the University Union Loggia
with a cup next to it. Students

vote for the favorite nominee by
placing money into the
appropriate cup. The sorority that
has the most money in their cup
wins, and that nominee becomes
Derby
Queen.
Another
competition was the Derby Hunt,
where a derby hat is hidden by
Sigma Chi, and clues are posted
around campus for the sororities
to follow and find the derby hat.
This contest is like a treasure
hunt.
There are also the Airband
Competition, the Derby Chase,
and the Banner Competition,
where each sorority is given
certain
guidelines
and
requirements to follow as they
create a large banner. The sorority
that is able to incorporate their
sorority letters, the Sigma Chi
fraternity letters, and the
Children's Miracle Network logo
with spirit and pride in their
sorority as well as evoke the theme
of the year in the most creative
see PAN GREEK, page VA
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Mark Poelke and Dave Bolten are psyched about the start of Derby Daze.

Teaching by video at CU:
political propoganda?
By Jenny Wallace
staff writer
When you think of students
taking class by video monitor and
conversing with instructors
hundreds of miles away via
satellite, it's safe to assume that
will be many years in the future.
Or maybe not. The political
science department at Clemson is
conducting just one of those
classes this semester. James
Woodard of the department is

currently heading "Renewing
American Civilization," a class
that meets one night a week for
two hours to air video tapes of an
instructor that are recorded in
advance before a live audience at
Kennesaw State College in
Kennesaw, Ga. The class
advocates conservative solutions
to problems involved with such
issues as health care, welfare,
education, the inner city and free
enterprise.
But quite a controversy over
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this seemingly unassuming class
has cropped up at the University.
According to Woodard, University
administrators have approached
him because of their concern
with the fact that Republican
Congressman Newt Gingrich of
Georgia is teaching the course.
Woodard said administrators
asked him why such "political
propaganda" is being propagated
through a University class. He
also said he has received letters
of concern from such political
dealers as Strom Thurmond,
Arthur Ravenel, Floyd Spence
and Bob Inglis because of the
class.
Woodard countered these
claims that the course is" political
propaganda being propagated
through the classroom setting"

New golf center
coming to CU
by Richard ]. O'Malley
staff writer
"Fore!"
That is what students will
be hearing in the near future at
Clemson.
The
University
is
approaching the initial stages
of construction of a 50,000 sq.
ft. conference center and golf
course that will begin by
January.
The conference center is
being built to diversify Clemson
University's approach to a
continuing education and to
attract people from across the
nation for seminars and
conferences.
According to Jack Wilson,
special projects coordinator for
Clemson University, "the golf
course was figured into the

plans when we realized that
when people come to these
seminars, they look for
amenities to relax and a golf
course is one of the things they
look for."
Wilson explained that the
golf course is complimentary to
the conference center.
The University had also
planned to construct some sort
of overnight accommodations,
but that part of the plan is
being held up in the political
process and will be looked into
more in the future.
The conference center and
golf course have already been
approved by the state.
Wilson expressed " the
hardest challenge to this project
has been the bad economy and
see COLE, page ZA
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Cooper Library to celebrate third book fair
by James McLean
staff writer

Erik Martin/staff photographer

Ren Murr, a reference librarian, proudly stands
with his fellow staff in support of their new
cookbook.

Golf course will
be "first class"
continued from 1A
declining real estate market over
the past four or five years."
He continued by stating,
"patience has played a vital role
in this project because of the
many obstacles we've faced in
getting this to all come
together."
The conference center will
be developed by the CM Group
and constructed by M.B. Kahn
Construction Company out of
Columbia.
The golf course has been
designed by DeVictor Langham,
Inc. of Atlanta.
Once constructed, the golf
course will be maintained by
Riverside Golf Group for about
three years.
According to Wilson, "these
years are critical to the courses
maturity process."
The complete construction
of the project will cost about
$11 million .
The State of South Carolina
has issued a continuing
education bond for $5 million,
ARA Food Services has invested
$1.5 million, a loan for the golf
course for $2.2 million,
membership and gifts $1.5
million, university utilities
systems $400,000 etc.
The golf course will total
6960 yards, with hole #9 being
the longest, 545 yards and a par
5. The entire project will cover

250 acres.
According to Wilson, "the
golf course has stringent rules,
that is why it has taken so long
to get underway."
The state, which will fund
the conference center has stated
that the golf course will receive
no state funding, which means
the course must be 100 percent
safe."
Wilson expressed, "this will
be a first-class, playable course
with a driving range, pro-shop
and a snack bar."
He also said the University
hopes for a membership of about
500 and will make some type of
special arrangements for
student play.
The course will also be home
to Clemson's golf team, and
IPTAY has donated funds for a
separate team area that will
accomodate the Tigers and their
opposing teams during matches.
Wilson also conveyed "that
they are looking into making
the entire course wheelchair
accessible, which costs little to
do."
Clemson University is truly
positioning itself to be a
competitive
continuing
education institution in the
future, and the conference
center and golf course are a
step in the right direction for
success.

Correction:
Contrary to the information stated in the Sept. 10
issue of The Tiger, Clemson Presbyterian Church
does not rent parking spaces to the general
public during football games. The Tiger regrets
this mistake. .

The staff and retirees of the
University's libraries have
published a cookbook in an
attempt to raise much needed
money for the libraries. "This is a
new idea done to benefit
students," said Ken Murr,
Reference Librarian.
As most of you have noticed
the university is in the midst of
stiff budget cuts, and the library
has been greatly effected by these
cutbacks.
The cookbook features more
than 300 recipes submitted by
the library staff. The staff has
spent more than 100 hours
developing the cookbook. "All
the work has been done during
time off, not during work hours"
said Murr.
The price of the cookbook is
$10. Murr said the price is so low
because "most of the work has
been done by the staff to cut the
price of the book."
The budget the library is on at
the time is "Basically used to
keep things going. If the 4000
copies of the cookbook are sold it

will raise more money than the
equipment budget for the last
two years," said Murr.
The money can be used at the
staff discretion because they
raised the money.
If enough money is raised,
the staff intends to update the
five year old copy machines that
are currently being used and
install five more computer
stations, all networked, with
several databases on the same
computer.
Some of the money will also be
used to purchase the little things
like hole punchers, staplers, and
new pencil sharpeners to make
life a little easier for students.
If any organization or group
would like to use the cookbook
as a fundraiser please call Murr at
646-4008.
To get your copy of the
cookbook, come to the book fair
on Oct. 1 in front of the Cooper
Library.
This is the third year the library
staff and volunteers have put
together a book fair. This year
110 persons have volunteered to
help in the book fair. "We are
really happy about the great

volunteer response we received
from the campus fraternities and
sororities in staffing the- sale.
Without the volunteer help we
would be unable to run the sale,"
said Steve Johnson, Asst.
Acquisitions Librarian.
The following fraternities and
sororities are helping with the
sale: Alpha Tau Omega, Delta
Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha Order,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa
Sigma, and Lambda Chi Alpha.
This year there are more than
7000 items for sale.
The subject areas for this years
sale are literature, social science,
physical science, history and
children books.
The book fair is sponsored by
the Clemson University
Foundation and proceeds from
the sale go to the purchase of new
books for the libraries.
The items range in price from,
$2 for hardback, $.50 paperback,
and $.10 for magazines. There
will be a preview of the sale at 9
a.m., Oct. 1 that requires a $5
admission charge.
The sale of the books will begin
at 10 a.m. and run until 6 p.m.
There is no charge for the sale.

Georgia Tech fans,
students leave campus
with criminal charges
by ]im Clark
staff writer
When the Yellow Jackets
invaded Clemson University last
Saturday, it must have seemed to
CU police as if Georgia Tech had
its own set of "groupies" following
the team into Death Valley.
In addition, the CUPD within
the past week has dealt with
assaults and at least one other
unpleasant scenario.
During the game, Officer Eric
Hendricks was patrolling the
campus when he passed Bowman
Field on S.C. 93.
There he spotted a couple
publically urinating.
George Jameson, 23, of 1559
Maw Bridge Rd., Central, and
Jameson's girlfriend, Julia G.
Young, 19, of 407 Hunter's Glen
Apts., also in Central, were jailed
on charges of Public Disorderly
Conduct.
Officer Hendricks' report
described the two as "grossly"
intoxicated.
Young identified herself on
the booking report as a CU
student.
It should be noted that at ages
23 and 19, they have rap sheets
from the S.C. State Law
Enforcement Division (SLED),
that belie their ages.
Hendricks already has
convictions for possessing alcohol
underage, shoplifting, three
counts of driving under
suspension, one for driving under
the influence, grand larceny and
public drunkenness.
Young, at 19, has convictions
for public drunkenness,
possessionofbeerunder21, three
counts of having a fraudulent ID,

drunk and disorderly conduct and
giving false information to police.
The evening after the Georgia
Tech game, University police
received a call to the C-4
Commuter Lot.
Wells Franklin Whaley, 25, of
Lexington, had been beaten
severely about the right eye as a
CUPD photo showed.
CU EMS was dispatched and
transported the injured man to
Oconee Memorial Hospital.
Bomar Scott Collins, 22, of
Williamson, Ga., was jailed on a
charge of assault and battery of a
high and aggravated nature.
Officers said the man "admitted"
that he had been drinking.
During the game itself, as noted
above, University police were kept
busy within the stadium.
Jeffrey Allen Meyers, 18, a
Georgia Tech student, was jailed
on a charge of public disorderly
conduct.
In addition, Remco Brok, 23,
ofRoswell, Ga., was arrested by
the CUPD, charged with assault
and battery and the unlawful
possession of liquor.
The charges came after a
woman who was seated near
Meyers in the stadium told officers
he kept pelting her with ice, which
proved painful.
And Georgia names continued
to show up on police incident
reports.
Casey Ryan Joyner, 22. a
Georgia Tech student, was jailed
as "acutely drunk" on a charge of
public disorderly conduct..
Meanwhile, Paul William Harris,
25, of the University of Georgia,
was charged with the illegal
possession of liquor.
Harris was arraigned at the

University Police Department,
within the stadium complex, and
released without being jailed.
Also during the past week, the
CUPD arrested a University
student, Courtney X.
Small, and her companion,.
Steven Daniel Johnson, 19, a
Presbyterian College student from
Tucker, Ga., on two charges.
An officer stopped the car
driven by Small, on S. C. 93 on
campus.
Investigation revealed that
both possessed false ID, which
the pair told police they wanted
to use for getting into a party.
A search of the car also yielded
13 cans of beer, resulting in both
also being charged with the
possession of alcohol by a minor.
Small and Johnson were jailed,
pending arraignment before a city
judge.
And the CUPD now has an
unusual case with which to deal.
On the evening before the game,
two male students got into an
argument over a fraternity poster
on the sidewalk at Calhoun
Courts.
The disagreement ended with
Evan Bridges, Jr., 21, of N-9-D
being charged with using a knife
to make small cuts to the head
and right ear of the victim.
The CUPD identified the victim
as Benny C. Young, 21, of
Thornhill Village Apartments.
Bridges was arrested, arraigned
at the CUPD, and released.
In addition to all these cases,
officers said that additional arrests
were made during the week for
what seems to be the ever
perennial problem of University
police-possession of beer by a
minor.
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Four-H hopes for
Clemson Scholars
Program gets new name, statewide week
$1 million in funds
by Elizabeth Garrison
staff writer

by Ashley Jacobs
staff writer
When ever you think of CocaCola, you think of "the real
thing."
Now after the company s
most recent announcement,
some students will be sure to
agree.
The Coca-Cola Foundation
and Coca-Cola Consolidated
committed $1 million this week
to the Coca-Cola Clemson
Scholars program.
This program recognizes the
top-ranking students at.public
and private high schools all over
the state of South Carolina.
The $2,000 scholarships,
which will help cover tuition
and academic fees, were
awarded to 768 students.
The scholarships are
renewable for up to four years
and Coca-Cola will donate
$200,000 to the program every
year for the next five years.
"One reason this program is
so important is that it will relieve
some pressure on the academic
budget," said Jack McKenzie of
News Services.
"Coca-Cola's investment in
this program is of tremendous
importance to Clemson,
especially since recent
budgetary constraints have

threatened the program," said
Clemson University President Max
Lennon.
Originally, the program was
called the Clemson Scholars
program, which was funded by
this budget.
It was recently renamed in
order to honor Coca-Cola for its
generous gift.
The program's purpose is to
attract high achievers and
minority students.
The scholarships funded by
this program are awarded to the
senior in each high school with
the highest grade point average.
If the student chosen is not of
minority status, an additional
scholarhip is also given to the
highest ranking eligible minority
student in the school.
"We applaud Clemson for
recognizing outstanding
young people, and we are
pleased to ensure that this
scholars program continues."

Donald R. Greene
President of The CocaCola Foundation

Minority enrollment has
increased from 5.3 percent to
7.4 percent since 1989.
High school students are
selected for the scholarship
program according to their
grade point average at the end
of their junior year.
The Coca-Cola Foundation
is dedicated to the advancement
of academic excellence through
all kinds of financial and
volunteer resources.
"We applaud Clemson for
recognizing outstanding young
people, and we are pleased to
ensure that this scholars
program continues," said
Donald R. Greene, president of
The Coca-Cola Foundation.
"Our dialogue began with
Coca-Cola the first year of the
Capital Campaign," said Dr. Gary
Ransdell, vice-president for
Institutional Advancement.
"We familiarized them with
Clemson University and its
programs and with South
Carolina."
University officials are ever
hopeful that Coca-Cola will want
to continue their support after
the five year agreement finishes
its term.
"We want to earn Coke's
confidence by demonstrating
the value of Clemson students,"
said Ransdell.

Four-H has been a significant
part of the lives of many successful
Americans including David
Letterman, Orville Reddenbacher,
Jimmy Carter, Strom Thurmond
and Clemson's own Max Lennon.
The goal of 4-H is to provide
excellent opportunities for youth
in the areas of leadership,
citizenship and personal
development.
The South Carolina 4-H
Program last year assisted some
62,000 young people between
the ages of five and 19 years of
age in over 2,000 organized clubs
and special interest groups
throughout the state.
Four-H represents the fourfold development of head, heart,
health and hands in both rural
and non-rural settings.
Four-H provides opportunities
in many areas, such as public
speaking, fashion design and
environmental interests.
Competitions are sponsored
by 4-H on club, county, state, and
national levels.
Competitions such
as
consumer judging, livestock
judging and photography allow
all kinds of young people to
develop their skills and become
involved with activities that could
lead to a possible career.
Awards for these competitions
are in the form of scholarships,
cash and trips to-regional and

national 4-H events.
Special interests can be
developed through the many
eductional opportunities offered
by 4-H. Non-formal education is
accessable to youth in South
Carolina at three educational
4-H facilities consisting of over
1000 acres.
These facilities are Camp Long
in Aiken County, Camp Bob
Cooper in Clarendon County, and
one being develped in York
County.
Because of the great influence
of this organization, Clemson
University's Family and Youth
Development Department is
playing a leading role in the
presentation of a resolution to
the State Legislature declaring
Oct. 3-9 as the statewide 4-H
week in South Carolina.
If approved the week of Oct. 39 will be celebrated by all counties
in South Carolina.
Local businesses will donate
gifts for 4-H'ers, outstanding 4H'ers and volunteers will be
recognized at honorary banquets,
and 4-H flags will be flown above
courthouses.
The Family and Youth
Development Department would
like to obtain a count of all
faculty and students who have
been a part of 4-H.
All 4-H alumni are asked to
send a card or note to "4-H Alumni,
Box 340315" which includes their
name and past and present 4-H
.involvement.

President sends letter to students

from a speech by Dr. Max Lennon to the University
,

As we begin another academic year at Clemson
University, we see the unmistakable signs of budgetary
stress. We see it in the crowded classrooms where faculty
are trying to accommodate students who need certain
courses. Staff members feel the impact as they try to
process more work with fewer people. Your parents have
seen it in the form of a 7 percent tuition increase that came
with this semester's bill.
It would be easy to become discouraged. But we
cannot allow the budget to become such a dominant force
that it keeps us from focusing on our number one priority
— your education. At the general faculty meeting that
opened the semester, I made one request, and it's one I
have repeated when speaking to staff and administrative
groups as well: Whenever we encounter a student with a
problem, let's set aside other issues and work together
until we've found the solution.
I have been personally gratified by the numbers of
faculty and staff who are taking that approach and putting
the student first — starting with "moving in day," when
many faculty, staff and local residents gave up their
weekend to volunteer to help. I have heard testimonies
from parents and students about Clemson people who
went out of their way to answer a question or solve a
problem. That attitude can help us deal with the challenges
we face.
Those challenges are significant. Sometimes I think
we've been talking about budget cuts for so long that
we've begun treating them too casually, as if they're
minor inconveniences. But let me give you some statistics
that will indicate how much we're doing without. The
state of South Carolina has a funding formula that
determines how much public funding Clemson University
needs in order to remain at the average of our peer
institutions. This.year, we received $43 million less than
what the formula called for. To fully appreciate the
magnitude of that loss, consider what we could do if we
had full-formula funding.
We could:
* Hire another 319 faculty members, immediately solving
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all the problems with overcrowded or closed-out classes and
labs.
* Increase every instructional budget by 10 percent. No more
"bring your own chalk" talk. No money bans on photocopying.
* Add audio-visual equipment to most classrooms and all
auditoriums, even virtual reality technology to selected ones.
* Give every faculty member and classified staff member a
5 percent raise.
* And we'd still have enough left over to roll back tuition to
1987 levels, which is a decrease of more than 30 percent.
Understand that I'm not talking about doing one of
these things, but all of the above. You begin to see how much
we're doing without, especially when you consider that the
decline in state support has been going on for many years.
Over the past few years, the cumulative effect of decreased
formula funding has been almost $150 million at Clemson
alone. Even though Clemson has made some progress in
getting a larger slice of the higher education "pie," the pie
itself is shrinking.
The immediate future for state revenues looks uncertain
at best. There are positive signs, such as the impact BMW is
certain to have on the Upstate's economy. But at the same
time, our friends in AJken and in Charleston are bracing for
the impact of losing thousands of jobs as federal downsizing
occurs at the Savannah River Site-Westinghouse and at the
Charleston Naval Base.
Tuition makes up only 15 percent of our annual budget,
and we can't expect it to become a major source of income.
A primary mission of a land-grant university is to be accessible
to the people of the state.
Internally, we also face the prospect of devoting
significant financial resources to issues such as workplace
environmental quality and accessibility for the disabled areas in which a university should set an example for the rest
of society. Nevertheless, Clemson University has many
assets that allow us to look to the future with optimism.
First, Clemson has a good image and reputation as a
high quality institution, which can be extremely valuable in
our interaction with agencies and partners. We have some of
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the
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and ctnff
staff that
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have ever
ever bee:
been
associated with. That's a precious asset.
Second, Clemson is still a relatively young institution
and has not peaked in terms of external support, such as
research, private giving or developing world-class
partnerships. We have enormous potential in those areas.
The recent Campaign for Clemson brought the university
more than $101 million in private gifts and pledges, yet
last year's private giving exceeded even the Campaign
level. The majority of gifts have gone directly to the
undergraduate program in the form of new scholarships,
faculty positions, facilities (such as the Brooks Center)
and equipment.
Third, Clemson is not over-burdened with debt: and
has a strong credit rating, which — if used prudently —
could help us with sone of our most severe infrastructure
problems.
Fourth, Clemson has as enormous land endowment,
and if we're creative and smart in our management
practices, we can find ways to produce income from some
of our land without relinquishing ownership.
Finally, as an institution, we are becoming more
accepting of change. There are growing numbers of
people who are focusing on what we can and should do,
not what we always have done.
As we prepare to enter the next century, and focus
our efforts on what a land-grant university of the 21st
century should be, we are likely to find collaboration,
innovation and creativity among our students, faculty and
staff to be our greatest financial resource.
It's extremely fulfilling to see students leading the
way. There was a time when my meetings and discussions
with students would revolve solely around such issues as
parking, cafeteria food, and the noise level in the residence
halls. Today, I' in just as likely to have students quiz me on
the state budget, community relations issues, or leadership
development opportunities. That tells me Clemson's future
is bright, which is encouraging. As the fattier of two
Clemson alumni and the proud grandfather of a newborn
future Tiger, I feel 1 have a vested interest in that future.
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Opinion
Editorial
New golf course
will put CU in
the green
If the students could have one wish for improving
their college
experience at
Clemson
University, it
would
undoubtedly
be to build a
A university golf
Universityowned golf
course will
course
on
campus
for
benefit Clemson
all students,
faculty, and
in numerous
visitors to
enjoy.
ways.
Well, good
news! This
dream-withina dream has finally been realized with the appropriation
of an extraordinarily large amount of money for the
construction of a campus golf course.
Now, before you all rise up at once in protest against
the fascist college administration, you must hear some
of the many valid reasons for this added expense on the
University's budget. First of all, golf is a surprisingly
well-loved "sport" in Clemson and the surrounding
area. Every Arnold Palmer wanna-be in northwestern
South Carolina will like the idea of not having to drive
miles to the nearest course.
Another good reason to support the golf course idea
at Clemson is obvious: MONEY. A good golf course will
raise money to supplement University programs such
as the administration's fund-raising budget. Furman
University and the area hospitality industry (businesses
like the Embassy Suites hotel in Greenville) have joined
in on the trend by building profitable golf courses.
This extra income would free up funds that could go
to incidentals such as student relations and academics.
Also, strangely enough, a whole lot of rich people like
to play golf. If these rich people come to enjoy playing
golf at Clemson University, they will be more willing to
give their money to Clemson University.
A third and obvious reason why we should build a
golf course on-campus is the opportunity for students
and city residents to be employed due to the new local
business. Growth on a large scale has the potential to
result in individual prosperity on a smaller scale.
We are sure that Max Lennon and the rest of the ableminded VIP's in the administration had the best interests
of the students in mind when the proposal came up, and
they realized that work-study students might be able to
profit from this venture.
Finally, it is not a well-known fact that golf courses
happen to be good for the prevention of erosion and
preservation of viable land. Students in landscaping,
ecology and many other courses of study could benefit
from the opportunity to create and maintain a
functioning golf course on campus. Besides, a golf
course is a lot easier to look at than, say, a huge, midconstruction eyesore of cranes and steel girders.
True, there are other projects which deserve
recognition and funding as much as or more than this
one, but very few of them would earn money to help pay
for themselves in the long run.

OUR POSITION:

The lead editorial is written by the editorial
editor. The opinions expressed in Tiger
editorials represent the majority view based
upon weekly meetings of the Tiger editorial
board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of
any particular member of the editorial board.
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School spirit taken too far
If you don't ever go to Clemson
home football games, you can
stop reading this column.
Hello? Anybody left? I didn't
realize attendance had fallen off
so much. But these aren't the
sports pages, and this isn't really
about athletics, so I won't talk
about why attendance has fallen
off.
It's more about what goes on
at the games. You see, when I
went to the Georgia Tech game, I
sat in the stands for the first time
since my freshman year. I have
gone to every game for the last
two years; I've just been sitting in
the press box.
Anyway, I was really looking
forward to this one. My parents
were in town, and we got tickets
in Section C, right in the middle
of the students. For the first time
in two years; I could actually
show emotion at the game.
In case you've never been in
Section C, it's on about the 30yard line in the South stands. The
speakers that the student who
mans the microphone uses are
pointed right at Section C.
Herein lies the problem. I can
take disgruntled fans yelling for
Ken Hatfield's head after every
play. I can take watching the once

mighty Tigers struggle to beat an
average team, even when the other
team wins or should have won.
But if I sit in the student section again, and the only tickets
left are in Section C, I'll skip the
game. And the only reason will be
because of the mic-man.
Throughout the whole game,
this person shouts through a CB
receiver, attempting to
lead the varsity
cheerleaders'

nzo®—
Wilson
managing
editor
cheers. He whines, he annoys, he
rambles and he starts over again.
At one point in the game Saturday, the cheerleaders left the
sideline where he was standing.
Ostensibly, his job is to supplement them. But instead of shutting up when they left, he kept
right on bothering most everyone within earshot. And evidently,
his hearing isn't that great, because when several people in my
section stood up and told him
several things which this newspa-

per can't print, he kept going.
Don't get me wrong - I understand the idea of wanting school
spirit to be high at the games. But
all this guy does is make the game
less enjoyable for those who can
hear him. He never stops, and his
cheers are weak.
I'm not attacking the person.
I'm attacking the position. The
last time I sat in the stands, I
remember that the guy on the
mic wasn't good. I've heard there
are tryouts for the position, and I
assume whoever gets it isn't a
cheerleader.
My suggestion is to eliminate
the microphone altogether. That
way, the cheerleaders could do
their job on their own, and someone might actually listen to them.
But if the powers that be insist on
keeping the tradition, why not
make being a cheerleader a requirement for the position?
This may seem like a trivial
thing, but I know from hearing
people talk that it's important to
the students who have to endure
the tireless ramblings. The program is already suffering enough
on the field; why make it worse on
the fans by torturing them with
noise until they don't enjoy themselves?
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Sapp or
Tigers survive lackluster effort
Solomon?
try Rob Graham
assistant sports editor

Last weekend, we all watched the Tiger
offense struggle under Patrick Sapp.
Against a Georgia Tech defense that was
shredded to pieces by Virginia the week
before, Clemson could not achieve a first
down during its first four possessions. The
Tigers found themselves trailing 10-0 in a
game they desperately needed to win.
Then, Louis Solomon entered the game.
Like magic, the offense began to respond to him, and after he hit Terry Smith
with a swing pass for a touchdown, all felt
right in TigerTown.
I'm sure you know that Solomon also
led the other Tiger scoring drive, and his
two point conversion finished off the scoring for Clemson. If he hadn't hurt his toe
and arch running in the conversion, the
game would not have been as close.
Sapp is a wonderful and gifted athlete.
He has all of the tools to become an
excellent quarterback, if he is
used properly. Has it not be-,
come apparent to coach Hat|
field and his staff that Sapp
is not right for the option? f

Lou Potenza
sports editor

In a game that can only be described as
ugly, the Clemson Tigers escaped Death
Valley with a much-needed win over the
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets, 16-13.
Everyone, including the coaching staff,
is breathing a major sigh of relief, and just
getting the victory was all that mattered.
But with the victory and the calming of
harsh fans came the resurgence of the
quarterback controversy and the backfield
question.
Yes, sophomore Louis Solomon was
called on again to rescue the Tigers from
certain defeat. And yes, he responded
again in championship form.
Called upon after an inefficient Patrick
Sapp couldn't lead the Tigers to a first
down in the first quarter, Solomon led CU
to two touchdown-scoring drives in the
second and third quarters of the game.
The backfield controversy starts with
senior tailback Derrick Witherspoon. He
was asked to take Rodney Blunt's place,
due to Blunt's recurring ankle problems
the previous week, and promptly responded
with 20 rushes for 111 yards and the ACC
offensive back-of-the-week award. Eightyeight of those yards came in the second
half, along with several key third-down
conversions. Witherspoon only had 56
yards rushing all of last season.
But how will the coaching staff respond to the strong play of these two?
"It doesn't matter to me who lines up
first, second or third team, because everybody contributes," said head coach Ken
Hatfield. "Witherspoon was definitely the
difference offensively, and Solomon gave
us new life. We'll look at the film and see
where we go from here. I don't know what
we're going to do on that right now."

For starters, he is not the most graceful
runner, as anyone who saw last year's
game with N.C. State can tell you. He is a
pure passer, and that is what he does best.
I cannot understand the stubborn logic
that the Clemson coaching staff represents.
Instead of fitting the offense around
their quarterback, they insist on Sapp
running the option. It just doesn't work
that way.
Sapp needs to be placed into a pro-set
offense, where his arm strength and passing skills can be utilized. If the offensive
coaching staff refuses to make these
changes, then Sapp should be benched in
favor of Solomon.
If the Tigers plan on using the option as
their primary offensive weapon, then an
option quarterback should be starting.
Solomon knows how to find the holes
when he is running, and he understands
when to pitch the ball. He truly is an option
quarterback. The only problem that can be
found with Solomon is his propensity to
become injured. He is not as big as Sapp,
and with him running around the field all
day, he takes plenty of hits.
What, then, are the Tigers to do?
The answer really is quite simple. Since
Sapp has been designated as the starting
quarterback, the option should be scrapped.
Put it on the shelf, Ken. Let's get with the
'90s, huh? Let Sapp drop back in the
pocket so he can read the defensive coverage. Don't have him throwing the ball
down field 50 yards when he's having a
hard time hitting the open man on a curl
route. Call simple routes to get his confidence back, and then begin to open up the
field.
Here's a good one: play-action. Ever
heard of it? The quarterback - get this fakes the run, and then drops back to pass.
It freezes the linebackers, who have to
respect the run (especially against Clem-

J. Mitchell Brown/staff photographer

Dcrrck Burnette nails Jimy Lincoln, causing a first half fumble.
After a Tech fumble that was recovered
by CU cornerback Terrance Dixon and
returned 19 yards to the Tech 34-yard line,
Solomon came on with 11:42 remaining in
the second quarter and threw a 36-yard
touchdown pass to All-American Terry
Smith on third and 12. It was Smith's 13th
touchdown catch of his career and moved
him into fourth place in Clemson history
on the touchdown receptions list. It was
also the first time in the game the Tigers
gained more than 10 yards on a possession.
When Travis Harvey turned a bobbled
snap into a two-point conversion, the Tech
lead was cut to 10-8.
A Tech 32-yard field goal by Tyler Jarrett
gave the Jackets a 13-8 halftime lead.
But perhaps the biggest play of the

game came on Tech's third play from
scrimmage in the second half, after a
Lamarick Simpson sack of Tech quarterback Donnie Davis. Senior Brentson
Buckner stepped into Davis' passing line
and intercepted his first pass of his career,
returning it to the Tech 35-yard line.
Solomon came on again to start the half
and marched the Tigersadown to the goal
line. Freshman tailback Milt Shaw ran it in
from one yard out. The Tigers went for two
and got it on a Solomon keeper on the
option, giving them their 16-13 lead.
But on that keeper, Solomon hurt his
toe and arch on his right foot and was
sidelined for the rest of the game.
That score seemed to put a spark into
see CU, page 613

NCSU, FMU latest soccer victims
fry Lou Poten^a
shorts editor
Sixth ranked Clemson left Raleigh Sunday afternoon with a 3-2 men's soccer win
over the N.C. State Wolfpack.
Led by the nation's leading scorer,
Jimmy Glenn, the Tigers jumped up on the
Pack early with a Glenn goal just 1:44 into
the match.
N.C. State answered with a Mark Jonas
goal at the 6:56 mark to even the count at
1-1.
Clemson went on a tear in the middle of
the first period when Wolde Harris tallied
his 14th goal of the season at 21:00 and
Glenn recorded his second of the game
and 14th of the year at 25:24 to give the
Tigers a 3-1 cushion at intermission. Harris has scored at least one goal in each of
Clemson's eight matches this season.
A scrappy Wolfpack team fought back
in the second period scoring a late goal at
the 82:32 mark by Jason Riegler. N.C.
State had several other late shots on goal
to try and send it to overtime but the Tiger
defense lead by goalkeeper Jaro Zawislan
kept the Pack at bay.
It was the first loss at home for NCSU

J. Mitchell Brown/staff photographer

Nidal Baba dribbles through
traffic in Tuesday's game.

this season after streaking to four wins at
the Method Road Soccer Stadium.
Clemson raised its overall record to 6-11 and 2-0-1 in the ACC, while N.C. State
dropped to 4-4 and 0-2 in the league.
Tuesday night's game against Francis
Marion was delayed an hour and five
minutes due to a power failure. Once the
game started, the Patriots were the ones
who lacked power.
CU's Harris scored three goals while
Miles Joseph tied a school record with four
assists as the fifth-ranked Tigers defeated
FMU 8-0. Harris scored his second hat
trick of the season and has currently scored
in every Tiger match this season.
Glenn knocked in his 15th goal of the
year, while Harris1 tallies upped his goal
total to 17 for the year.
Joseph currently leads the nation in
assists, while Glenn and Harris are tied for
the scoring lead. Harris, with his hat trick,
now leads the country in goals scored.
Clemson will play host to the Clemson
Invitational this weekend.
Joining the Tigers will he Princeton,
Wisconsin-Green Bay and UNC-Charlotle.
Friday's first game is at 5 p.m. and the
Tigers play immediately following.

see TIGiiKS, page 5JB
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Tigers seek to move out in front of Tack
by Edan Ballantine
assistant sports editor
The 24th-ranked N.C. State
Wolfpack arrive in Death Valley
Saturday to meet the Clemson
Tigers in the 13th annual Textile
Bowl. The 'Pack, hoping to jump
back after a 35-14 loss to interstate rivals UNC-Chapel Hill last
week, will collide with a Tiger
team attempting to ride last week's
16-13 win against Georgia Tech
into another bowl season.
"This game is very important
to us because our goalis to go 111 and you can't be 11-1 until you
go 3-1," stated tight end Franklin
Thomas. "We want to finish up
strong and show people that we
are a good team and this is the
perfect place to begin."
The Wolfpack will be arriving
to Clemson minus Tiger nemesis
Dick Sheridan. Sheridan, after
retiring last summer due to unspecified health reasons, left a 43 record against Clemson and a
52-29-3 mark at N.C. State. In his
place, former Tiger quarterback
Mike O'Cain has continued
Sheridan's winning ways as the
'Pack has posted a 2-1 record and
a 1-1 mark in the ACC. Coach
Ken Hatfield remarked, "I think
Mike [O'Cain] will do a good job
and this game will bring back a
lot of memories for him. He will
be able to prepare his team to
come in here and play."

file photo

Ronald Williams scrambles for yards during last year's N.C. State game,
Clemson leads the series between the two teams 38-22 with
one tie, including a 20-6 loss last
year in Raleigh. "This game is
another step towards a successful season and earning a top-25
ranking," declared defensive
tackle Brentson Buckner. "This
game gives us a chance to prove
that we are a good team by beating a ranked team."
Buckner and the rest of the
Tiger defense will face a N.C.
State offense with several players

capable of making the big play.
Senior Eddie Goines has 13
catches this season for three
touchdown and a 23.6 yard average. His passes could either come
from Geoff Bender, who is averaging 111.7 yards per game passing with three touchdowns, or
Terry Harvey who is averaging
91.3 yards per game passing with
one touchdown. Bender left last
week's game with an injured
shoulder so Harvey will likely get
the starting nod from O'Cain.

The 'Pack is currently averaging
209 yards per game through the
air so the Tigers' sophomore secondary will get a good test.
Bender or Harvey will have a
talented pool of running backs to
choose from, as Gary Downs (82.7
yards per game, 3 TDs) and Ledel
George (33.3 yards per game)
lead a potent running game, averaging 156 yards per game.
Whether the Clemson offense
decides to run or pass the ball
this week, State will have fine

players in both the secondary and
the defensive line. Sophomore
linebacker Carlos Pruitt leads the
team is tackles with 35 and is
joined by fellow linebackers Ed
Gallon and Damien Covington,
who have combined for 51 tackles. Serving at the "Raider" or
rush linebacker spot is senior
Loren Pinkney, who has 20 tackles and three quarterback sacks.
The defensive line is anchored by
junior Eric Counts, who leads all
players with 4.5 sacks.
Clemson quarterback Patrick
Sapp will have to keep his passes
away from State's talented secondary. James Walker leads all
defensive backs with 21 tackles,
two tackles for a loss and one
pass broken up. He is joined by
red-shirt freshman Ricky Bell, who
has 18 tackles and one interception, and senior Dewayne Washington, who has 14 tackles and
two interceptions.
If the game comes down to a
last minute field goal, junior Steve
Videtich will confidently approach
the hash marks. Videtich was
State's leading scorer last year
after making 14 of 22 field goal
attempts and all 38 of his PATs.
"Both schools have a tradition
of winning and for a long time
Clemson and N.C. State were battling it out for the ACC Championship," said Buckner. "Their
tradition of football is great, our
tradition is great."

Clemson-State deemed best bet for the week
by Kevin Brewer
special to The Tiger
Don't watch the Clemson-N.C.
State football game Saturday.
There are just better things to
do. Through Tuesday's games,
the Atlanta Braves and the San
Francisco Giants were tied for the
lead in baseball's National League
West. I thought football season
started when baseball season
ended. George Brett hasn't hung
it up yet, and the Mets aren't done
losing.
Read a book about football.
God's Coach (The Tom Landry
Story) by Skip Bayless isn't bad.
Even thumbing through The
Sporting News' College Football

Preview would be better than
watching two struggling agricultural schools put on pads and
helmets and beat each other brainless.
Do your homework. Yes, your
homework. I know your Mom's
been calling about it and even
though we're only a month into
the school year, your grade-point
average doesn't look pretty. Let's
face it, you don't even have a
GPA, do you?
But wait. I usually reserve this
much cynicism for the end of any
sports season. And when your
favorite baseball team resides in
San Diego, I've got all the
cynicism you'd ever want to see.
I belittle our beloved Textile
Bowl to prove one point: It is
simply the best game anywhere
in the country this week. Sure,
the Wolfpack lost to arch-rival
North Carolina last Saturday for
the first time in six years. And
although the Tigers have mustered a 2-1 record after Florida
State made a 57-0 example of
them, they are not the Clemson
team that went to a bowl game
every year between 1988-92.
But before you turn off the

ACC STANDINGS
Conf.
W-L-T

Overall
W-L-T

3-0-0
3-0-0

4-0-0
4-0-0

2-1-0
1-1-0

4-1-0
2-1-0

5. Clemson
6. Wake Forest

liO
0-1-0

2i0
1-3-0

7. Ga. Tech
8. Duke
9. Maryland

0-2-0
0-2-0

1-2-0
1-3-0

lost to Virginia 35-0

0-2-0

0-4-0

lost to Va. Tech 55-28

1. Florida St.

2. Virginia
3. UNC
4. NC State

Saturday's score

Next Game

idle

Sat, vs. Georgia Tech
Sat. vs. Ohio
_SaL vs. UTEP
Sat. at Clemson
beat Georgia Tech 16-13
Sat, vs. N.C. State
lost to Northwestern 26-14 Oct. 9 at UNC
lost to Clemson 16-13
Sat, at Florida State
beat Duke 35-0
beat N.C. State 35-14
lost to UNC 35-14

Sat. at Tennessee
Sat. vs. Penn State

television or scalp those tickets.
Consider these facts. There are
no games in which two teams in
the Associated Press' top 25 plays
each other. And the State-Clemson contest is one of only two
games with a line of one. (State,
ranked 24th, is the favorite).
The other game: Wyoming at
Air Force. Enough said. Does
anyone care that the Cowboys,
who lost to the Falcons 42-28 last
season, will be looking for revenge? That's what I thought.
The Pack and the Tigers may be
deciding who goes to the Gator,
Peach or Hall of Fame Bowls.
ABC is even making it easier
for you to see the game. The
network picked up Florida State's
win over Georgia Tech, so Raycom
Sports could pick up the best
game in the country. And in North
Carolina, an independent station
is even picking up the East Carolina-Memphis State game. This
one is only recommended for
masochists.
So at noon Saturday, sit back
and relax. It doesn't matter if
you're a State or Clemson fan. It
doesn't matter that both teams
are struggling. This is as good as
it gets.
courtesy of sports information
Editor's note: Kevin Brewer
is the sports editor o/The Techni- Terry Smith, shown here running past two Wolpack defenders, is doubtful for
cian, NCSU's school paper.
tomorrow's game.
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Glenn returns to days of old
Iry Cam Raines
staff writer
The old Jimmy Glenn is back.
Clemson's senior striker is tied
for the lead in the nation in points
with 35. Glenn has a total of 15
goals and five assists. He is also
sixth in Clemson history with 122
career points, fifth in goals scored
with 51, and is tied for ninth place
for most assists with 21.
Glenn's performance this year
greatly resembles that of his freshman year. As a freshman, Glenn
finished in the top ten in the
WKL
nation in points and at one point
■Us ■
If"
led the nation. Glenn was also
named an Ail-American.
His explosive freshman season was followed by two years of
struggle. His sophomore and junJ. Mitchell Brown/staff photographer
ior year, Glenn showed up at the
beginning of the soccer season Glenn dudes defenders during Tuesday's 8-0 win.
out of shape and started the seaAs far as his success goes this most. Glenn's father first got him
sons off slow. He did well enough
year,
Glenn gives due credit to his into his position as a striker.
at the end of his sophomore year
"My dad did not want me to
conditioning,
but also to his team.
to be named to the All-ACC team,
play anything else but striker,
"It's
not
hard
(to
do
well),
but Glenn was not satisfied.
because he thought it was excitAfter two disappointing sea- when you have a team like I do.
ing to watch people make goals.
The
team
creates
so
much
for
sons, Glenn was determined to
So, that's where I originally played
each
other."
make his senior season mirror his
and I just had a knack for it."
Whatever
the
reason,
Glenn
is
freshman one. He worked hard
Glenn's father is in the Air
over the summer concentrating off to a great start. His most
Force,
so his family has traveled
on staying fit. Glenn spent a lot of immediate goal is to win the NCAA
a lot. Between the fourth and
Division
I
Soccer
Championship.
time on the track and played
seventh grade, Glenn lived in
soccer at least three times a week Two of his three previous years at
Clemson, the soccer team has England. Traditionally, soccer atto stay in shape.
tracts much more attention in
On the first day of practice, all made the playoffs, but this year
Europe than it does in the United
Glenn
hopes
to
go
all
the
way.
of his work paid off. For the first
States. Europe also has some of
Soccer
is
second
nature
to
time since he has been at Clemthe best soccer leagues in the
son, Glenn completed the Cooper Glenn. He has been playing it
world. In fact, Glenn believes it
Test. In the Cooper Test, a player since he was six. Like all children,
was in England that he best
Glenn
started
out
playing
all
is required to run two miles in 12
learned the basic skills of soccer.
sports,
but
enjoyed
soccer
the
minutes.

J
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After moving back to the
United States, Glenn played soccer at W.H. Taft High School in
San Antonio, Tex. His first two
years there he also participated
in track and basketball.
lHis soccer coaches eventually made him choose a sport, so
as a junior and senior he exclusively played soccer. Besides playing in high school, Glenn also
played on a club team, which
played in the high school off season.
After high school, Glenn had
no doubt about where he wanted
to spend his college career. He
visited Clemson and his mind was
made up.
"Clemson sold itself. The (soccer) program is one of the best in
the nation, so it was not that hard
to decide."
As a freshman at Clemson,
Glenn was influenced by Pierce
Tormey, then a senior soccer
player for Clemson. Tormey was
a two time All-American and had
a great impact on Glenn.
"Pierce did not just teach me a
certain move or way to run. He
taught me more of a soccer ethic
on how to play."
Even now, Glenn says, that
while he is playing, advice that
Tormey gave him will surface in
his mind and help him.
For now, Glenn is focused on
soccer at Clemson. He has no
idea what future soccer holds for
him.
"If something happens with
soccer after this year, that's fine.
If not, that's why I came here - for
a degree."

Backs of
the week
staff reports
The Clemson Tigers had
two players chosen for their
efforts this past weekend
against Georgia Tech. The
balloting took place Monday among a panel of news
media from the league area.
Derrick Witherspoon and
Andre Humphrey were selected as the offensive back
and the defensive back of
the week, respectively.
Witherspoon, getting a
start when regular tailback
Rodney Blunt was sidelined
with an injury, responded
with a 111-yard rushing effort on 20 carries. The
Sumter resident had only
56 yards rushing all of last
season. He gained 88 of his
yards in the second half when
CU took the lead for good in
the 16-13 victory over the
Yellow Jackets.
In a fourth quarter drive,
CU keptthe ball for 7:41 and
drove 57 yards with
Witherspoon collecting 39
of those yards. Witherspoon
had his career high of 123
yards his freshman hear, in
1990, against Appalachian
State.
Humphrey was the top
CU tackier in the secondary,
against Georgia Tech, with
nine stops. The 5-8 cornerback played a major role in
allowing the opposition just
47 yards in passing in the
second half.

TD's of Clemson
COMING EVENTS:
October 7 & 8 Simon Sez

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
• Wings $1.99 a dozen
• "Bucket of Rocks"
Rolling Rock Ponies
6 for $5.00
• House Brand Liquors
$2 (That's 2 for $4)

Later This Month:
Tinsley Ellis
Cravin Melon

Open at 9am before
every game!

Harambe
The Wild Men

NOWSERVING
Miller Genuine Draft
Bottles $1.75
$1.50 Happy Hour
Budweiser Tall boys
$2.00

[as?], E5,
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Our kitchen is now open every Sunday l-9pm
Featuring All You Can Eat Fried Chicken
Call In & Take Out Orders Available
654-3656
As Always, TD's Asks That You Please Drink Responsibly!
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Fight night in the ACC
by Lou Potenza and Rob
Graham
sports editor and asst. sports
editqr
North Carolina 35
N.C. State 14
No. 18 North Carolina ended a
five-game losing streak against
No. 19 North Carolina State in a
big way last Saturday, jumping
on two Wolfpack turnovers in the
second half to roll to a 35-14
victory.
The Tar Heels came into the
game after an emotionally draining 33-7 loss to No. 1 Florida State
last week, and quarterback Jason
Stanicek was questionable until
Friday because of a bruised throwing shoulder.
Stanicek, though, coming in
when Mike Thomas was knocked
from the game on the first series,
completed 10 of 12 passes in the
first half and ran the option attack with precision.
The Tar Heels were waving
fists after scoring 28 unanswered
points to crush the Wolfpack.
The first half ended with a
helmet-swinging fight between the
rivals, who are separated by 30
miles, after Rickey Bell ran
Stanicek into the Tar Heel bench.
North Carolina trailed 14-10
at halftime, but Marcus Wall had
a 41-yard kickoff return to open
the second half.
ACC rushing leader Curtis
Johnson, who gained 153 yards
on 18 carries, then raced 50 yards
on the next play to give the Tar
Heels the lead for good.

UNC's Greg Black recovered
Gary Downs' fumble seconds later
at the Wolfpack 25 and the Tar
Heels added Tripp Pignetti's 26yard field goal to go up 20-10.
Virginia 35
DukeO
Symmion Willis threw for 246
yards and three touchdowns as
No. 22 Virginia rolled to its 500th
victory in school history.
Duke was assessed 10 penalties and Virginia nine, many on
personal fouls, as the players
taunted and shoved one another.
Four players were ejected after
Willis' lone interception triggered
a brawl early in the fourth quarter.
Willis, the ACC passing efficiency leader, piled up most of
his numbers in the first half, as he
completed 17 of 21 passes for
186 yards and three touchdowns.
Virginia scored on four of
their first five possessions and
built a 28-0 lead. It was the Cavaliers' fifth consecutive win over
Duke and ninth in the last 11
contests.
Northwestern 26
Wake Forest 14
Len Williams passed for two
touchdowns to lead Northwestern to a 26-14 victory over Wake
Forest, giving the 2-1 Wildcats
their best start since 1986.
Northwestern took a 9-0 lead
into the locker room at halftime,
but an 80-yard touchdown pass
from Jim Kemp to All-ACC re-

ceiver Todd Dixon cut the lead to
9-7. That was as close as the
Deacons would get, however.
The game was not as close as
the score would indicate, with the
Wildcats holding the ball for more
than 40 minutes.
The game was the second
meeting between the two schools
and was played in a driving rain
storm. The Demon Deacons were
held to single first down in the
first half and was unable to cross
midfield.

Judge Kellers Store
...Jansport Bookbags
....Champion Tee's and Sweats
....Woolrich outdoor apparel
....plus much more!
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AND REASONABLE
PRICES FOR CLEMSON STUDENTS SINCE 1899

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
onday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Saturdays
6:30 am.- Noon

Auto Specialties
Body & Paint Shop
(803) 654-0234

Va. Tech 55
Maryland 28

Auto Sales
Tune-Up • Brakes • Mechanical Repairs

Maurice DeShazo threw for
256 yards and four touchdowns
in leading Virginia Tech to a victory over Maryland, outdueling
quarterback Scott Milanovich,
who passed for a school-record
498 yards.
Milanovich, who came into the
game ranked second nationally
in total offense, also threw four
touchdown passes. However, he
threw three interceptions and
missed on 28 of 57 passes.
The Hokies did most of their
damage on the ground, as reserve tailback Tommy Edwards
ran for 144 yards and two touchdowns. Starter Dwayne Thomas
gained 93 yards in the first half
before being ejected for throwing
punches during a brawl.
Maryland had 151 yards rushing, but a third of the yardage
came on the first play of the game
during a drive that never
amounted to anything.

Jack Warren
General Manger

172B Old Central Road
Central. SC 29630

Redfern Health Center
WILL BE CLOSED FOR
FALL BREAK
BEGINNING
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 at 4:30 PM
RE-OPENING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19 at 4 PM
FOR AN ON-CAMPUS EMERGENCY CONTACT
THE UNIVERSITY AMBULANCE AT 656-2244.
OFF CAMPUS EMERGENCY, DIAL 911

%

#

CLUB REPAIR
CUSTOM CLUBS

QOLF LESSONS
Lighted

BELTLINE DRIVING RANGE
216 Semper Fl Drive
Seneca, SC 29678

885-0041
Frank Rutland

ALL SENIORS INTERESTED IN
A CAREER IN CONSUMER OR
COMMERCIAL BANKING

Owners

Ed Fulford
PGA Class A Member
Teaching Professional

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK
And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
ATTEND A RECEPTION TO
LEARN MORE ABOUT
CARREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE BANKING INDUSTRY

VISION CENTER
370 College Ave.
Clemson, SC

654-7980
Q

-moNt/pflODucTs.

INC

daksi. bu dnsrajL and Jjncx&dlbLz c^ddjU.6.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7,1993
ALUMNI CENTER
7:00-9:00 PM
^3

Tailgate Special -- $19.99
16" Baker's Best Sub Sandwich w/all trimmings
lib. potato salad/coleslaw or pasta salad
1 doz. Choco Chip Cookies
1 gallon tea — Serves 4-6

J>
654-8600

110-2 Calhoun St, Clemson
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local bands | Gin Blossoms find success
deserve more
opportunities
I went to Athens Ga. last weekend,
to see The Vigilantes of Love at the 40
Watt Club.
Lately going to Athens has almost
become a regular routine for my group
of friends. It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to come up with possible
explanations for this phenomenon. I
love live music and Clemson just
doesn't make my list of great places to
see a band.
It's not because Clemson
lacks talented musicians.
There is at least one
aspiring musician on

Sean Cook
assistant Time-Out
editor
every hall in housing. If you don't
believe me, just take a walk through
Johnstone some weekend and listen
to all of the guitars being played. New
music groups come along every year:
Sunbrain, the Hootenannies, Minor
Earth, Dreamclock, Rarefaction, the
Push and State of Disorder come to
mind easily, while many other groups
and solo acts go unnoticed by the
majority of Clemson students. Such
acts have been relegated to playing
the party circuit for free or trying to
win attention at open mike nights
because most of the venues in Clemson openly discriminate against new
local acts, in favor of touring cover
bands and not-so-original formula
rock.
This illustrates the lack of respect
Clemson has for aspiring artists. In
communities like Athens, even the
smallest hole-in-the-wall bars do their
best to showcase local musicians.
The result, in the case of Athens, has
been a steady increase in business for
all of the bars. The national reputation of Athens as the birthplace of
cool new bands has done wonders for
other businesses in the city. Little
shops abound in- the city, selling
records, books, clothing and other
cool stuff. Flagpole, Athens entertainment guide, usually runs around
1 4 pages and is full of concert notices, music reviews and band interviews, in addition to art, cartoons and
other neat stuff. They interview the
local guys, too. Such a publication
would do Clemson a world of good,
but we get the Blind Tiger instead,
because our town has a terrible lack
of venues for up-and-coming talent.
What can be done about our musical dilemma? For starters, the bars
downtown could have local bands
every once in a while. Many bands
will play for dirt-cheap, just for the
chance to perform in front of an
audience. Some bands are even traveling far out of their way for the
opportunity to play. Many are playing
at There's a Place and the Low Key in
See NEEDED, page 6U
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b)i Richard Challen
staff writer
August2,1992: A&M Records releases
New Miserable Experience, the first fulllength recording by Tempe, Ariz.'s Gin
Blossoms. The follow-up to the band's
independent EP, Up And Crumbling, features twelve tracks and
is released to little or no
fanfare. The group hits
the road, opening up for
Toad The Wet Sprocket
and, later, Del Amitri.
January 15, 1993:
The Tiger gives New
Miserable Experience an
A-, citing the group's
unique mix of "Southwestern-guitar stomp and
easy country familiarity."
"Hey Jealousy," singled
out as the album's best
song, goes into heavy rotation on 99X, an influential alternative radio
station out of Atlanta. A black-and-white
video for the song gets shown about twice
on MTV.
March 5, 1993: As the Gin Blossoms
prepare to kick off their first headlining
tour, I have the opportunity to talk to bass
player Bill Leen about the band's early
struggles and their goals for the future.
Excited about their early exposure, Leen is
upbeat, if a little cautious about his band's
chances for success. He tells me about
their current tour itinerary: "We're playing about every day, and a lot of days we'll

be doing two shows... but we're used to a
hell of a schedule," their typical audience:
"It's basically college types, folks in their
twenties" and their future recording plans:
"We'd like to get back into the studio
soon... of course, I don't know when that
will be." The group has none of the pressures of fame yet, but there is the pressure

to perform and keep the record company
happy.
Bill tells me a little bit about the band's
early history of playing Christmas shows
and gigging around in the less-than-illustrious Tempe music scene. As he talks, I
must keep reminding myself that the youthful, rough-and-tumble sounds on New Miserable Experience were recorded by a five
year-old group whose average age is twentynine, or, as Leen puts it, "you see us live
and you go, 'Oh my God, these guys should
have walkers.'"

Drinking used to be the favorite pastime of the Gin Blossoms, as evidenced in
the lyrics to early compositions like "Lost
Horizons" and "Mrs. Rita." After admitting that "we're very active now, so there's
not really enough time to drink anymore,"
Bill recounts a tale from their last tour:
"Phillip (Rhodes, drummer) broke his fall
with a beer bottle in his hand
and ended up with twenty-seven
stitches, so we had to get a
replacement drummer for a
month on the tour. I guess that
could happen to anybody,
though."
Fortunately, it appears that
the combination of major-label
responsibilities and maturity is
having a sobering effect on the
Gin Blossoms. "We have
changed and mellowed a little
bit, actually a lot," says Leen.
"We tend to take things a little
more seriously now... you can't
always be nursing a hangover
on tour. And I think it's made
us a better, tighter band."
The band's early binges did take their
toll on at least one member, ex-guitarist
Doug Hopkins, who "pretty much drank
himself right out of the group," according
to Leen. The writer of both "Lost Horizons" and "Hey Jealousy," Hopkins "had
different lifestyle choices than we did. He
kinda came undone when we were recording the album... it was other things, to.o. He
didn't want to tour, and that's what this
band is about."
See GIN BLOSSOMS, page 4L

Cyndi Lauper's hat full of nothing
'

by ]ason Balser
editor-in-chief
In the early eighties, a huge group of
hip-hoppy singers emerged onto the scene
of pop rock. The two strongest leaders of
that group were Madonna and Cyndi
Lauper. Madonna emerged from that enormous group as one of the most prolific,
and some would argue one of the most
talented singers of the eighties and nineties.
Cyndi Lauper did not emerge from
those hip-hop days and proves with her
new CD, Hat Full of Stars, that she is still
stuck in the musical trends of a decade
ago. From the opening track "That's What
I Think," which features a crackling record
sound in the background (much like the
first track on Madonna's Erotica CD),
until her last musical attempt "Hat Full of
Stars," Lauper maintains the same monotonous squeal she possessed on previous recordings.
To her credit, the lyrics on Lauper's
newest CD are not bad. The song "Product
of Misery," contains the verse "Everyday she'd go around / everytime
I see that frown / broken
^g
down and down and out/ the
^^
drudgery goes on and on."
M
Granted, she's not U2, but for jit
#V
Cyndi Lauper the lyrics are m
«
halfway decent. Surprisingly, %
or not so surprisingly for the ;^^^|jj|
overall quality of the CD, she

.

rv.n _r

co-authored every track on Hat Full of
Stars.
The music on this CD is also pretty
good. Most of it is upbeat with a few
mellow tunes thrown in, seemingly by
accident. The major problem with the
measures on Lauper's latest work is that
they don't match the songs. After hearing
the opening tunes of "That's What I Think,"
I thought Madonna and Prince had teamed
up as a duet until I
heard Lauper's
^^p^P^*^
rusty hinge
^^' %«®*<*k
voice peal
from the
Jfj^ imMrlm .i=»w^
speakers
with a song
that
seemed
to be at
the opposite
end of
t h e

r^)pyN|

,i:„ ,„^fr,,
m fvr.m
dio
spectrum
from the
the mnsir
music. On
On later
later
songs, such as "Broken Glass," after the
first few seconds of music I expected to
hear Naughty By Nature break out with a
rap. Once again, 1 was disappointed as
Lauper expressed her desire to fail as a
musician with one more ditty.
One saving point for Lauper is the sixth
piece on the CD, "Sally's Pigeons." With
words like "When I was eight 1 had a
friend/ with a pirate smile / make
believe and play pretend / we were
^^
innocent and wild / hopped a
fence and slammed the gate
running down my alleyway / in time to watch
Sally's pigeons fly," this
one song is able to combine lyrics, music, and
(surprisingly) a strong
vocal performance by
Lauper herself. The
next track "Feels
Like Christmas"

see CYNDI, page
6C
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The Good Son eats a bad seed
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Directed by Joseph Ruben(7Yie
Stepfather), The Good Son stars
Elijah Wood as Mark, a young
boy still mourning over his
Mother's death, whose visit with
his Aunt and Uncle turns into a
living hell, when he discovers
that his cousin Henry(Macaulay
Culkin) is really a mentally deranged psycho in kiddie clothing.
Though Mark tries his best to
inform the grownups around him
about his bad seed cousin,
Henry's flawless talent for lying,
covering up his tracks, and psychological trickery ends up making Mark look like the crazy one.
Although following in the same
footsteps as your normal Hollywood patented psychological
thriller, The Good Son actually
has many good points that take it
above and beyond its killer nanny
type predecessors.
For
instance,
Elmer
Bernstein's emotional film score
elevates many of the scenes to an
"on the edge of your seat" high
pitch level of suspense and mixed
with Director of Photography
Joan Lindley's sweeping shots of
snow-covered landscape and aweinspiring scenery helps to further

enhance the lyrical quality of the
film and serves as a way of expressing how evil can lurk in the
most "Norman Rockwell" of environments.
Although Macaulay Culkin
plays his character by acting
emotionless(if you can call it acting), and his lines are delivered in
a stiff and a monotone manner,
his role still comes off as believable, because his evil nature is
presented as a subtle, underlying
Damien-esque personality that
doesn't have much use for emotions, except for anger.
Elijah Wood, on the other
hand, has proven to be one of the
best child actors around and turns
out to be the main reason to see
this movie, because he is the most
believable and the audience easily identifies with his character.
As for the storyline, many of
the film's plot elements seem extraneous at first, but they soon fit
together like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle to form a cohesive whole
by the final scene of the movie.
The only problem lies with the
situations involving the children's
characters which brings up many
unanswered questions. For instance, if Mark's Aunt is still so
upset about the premature death
of her other son, why isn't she

more protective of her two remaining children? Why does she
allow her son Henry and her
nephew Mark to play in a 20 foot
high treehouse?
Why does she leave the children at home unattended, while
she goes out on the town with her
husband? Why does she let her
son and daughter go ice skating
by themselves? These questions
and more hinder the flow of believability and only help to create
potholes in the credibility of the
plot.
In the end The Good Son is a
film a with few surprises, some
great Hitchcockian-inspired
stuntwork, and a disturbing, but
original ending that makes the
controversy about the death scene
in My Girl seem tame by comparison.
Although reminiscent of The
Bad Seed and The Omen, this
movie tends to stands on its own.
This will especially be apparent
to those who became leery about
hiring nannies after seeing The
Hand That Rocks The Cradle,
because after experiencing this
movie, you will definitely have
second thoughts about having
children.
RATING: B-

Lisa Germano expresses her Happiness
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
circulation manager

Lisa Germano

Lisa Germano is not a name most
music fans would be familiar with,
but her work is quite known. As the
violinist for John Mellencamp, she
has gathered the experience and
inspiration to venture out on her
own. Happiness, the sarcasticallytitled follow-up to her self-financed
first album On the Way Down from
Moon Palace showcases a proud
job of musical arrangement with
traditional rock and folk instrumentation.
Mandolins and violins create a
countrified flavor to much of
Germano's otherwise alternative
sounding music.
The title refers to the artist's
search for an impresent happiness
in her life. According to Germano,
becoming a musician in the popular
music scene taught her "to grow up
in a hurry." Experience taught her
to see inward to her own insecurities and negative emotions and be
able to relate them to her audience.

And that is the basis for Happiness.
The music itself is impressively
produced by studio-veteran
Malcolm Burn. Germano proves
herself as a worthwhile arranger in
the tracks on this album.
Germano's voice does lack considerably, however. The quiet, nasal tone does not deliver a power
on par with the music. Very breathy
and spaced, it makes the overall
sound quality of Happiness go
down. Only twice, in the songs
"Energy" and "The Darkest Night
of All," does her vocal ability shine.
For the remainder, she is somewhat reminiscent of Bono on the
first U2 album; that is, she appears
weak-voiced, and occasionally cannot hold the key.
Happiness is an album that
takes getting used to. The different ethnic origins do add a regionalistic atmosphere on the album.
The songwriting is rather diverse.
But all in all, the album lacks a
necessary hook which, it appears,
Germano is still looking for.

•

Happiness, RATING: C

Local band Minor Earth plays at Esso Club
by Joshua Kesterson
staff writer
Minor Earth, at the Esso Club?
Yes, at the Esso club. Though the
Esso is not for featuring alternative rock bands, last Thursday I
had a chance to see the new-

fangled Clemson band, Minor
Earth.
The band is trying to make a
name for themselves with a skillful blend of rock, funk, jazz, and
alternative music. The band was
formed a year ago by four Clemson students: Edan Ballantine

(lead vocals, guitar and harmonica), Brian Richardson
(drums), Chung Thing (an alias,
I hope-guitar and vocals) and Paul
Johnson (bass and backing vocals).
Not knowing what to expect, I
was a bit apprehensive. But the
opening instrumental jam gave
me a feel ffir the band. Wow,
were my first impressions wrong.
The diversity in this band was
amazing. Thing and Richardson
switched instruments during an
energetic renditon of the Traffic
classic "Dear Mr. Fantasy."
Thing shifted to drums and
Richardson slinkyed to a second of drum, with the intensity
never lacking and the drums
never missing a beat.
The dual guitar playing of
Ballantine and Thing added
depth to many of the songs with

powerful leads by Ballantine and
the captivating rhythm of Thing.
The slap happy bassist Johnson
played the substructure, alternating between fretted and unfretted
basses while Richardson hammered the beat with fervor.
Many of the originals had that
"Yeah I know that song" feeling
to them, though I had never heard
any of their songs before. 'Ocean'
was one of those songs. For this
tune, Ballantine put down his
guitar and worked on the second
set of drums while continuing to
sing lead vocals. "Motherfunker"
was an enjoyable song that I could
have sworn I heard it before.
Ballantine informed the crowd
"this is not Blues Traveler," just
before the band laid into a harmonica jam that was laced with
tight guitar playing and jazz inspired bassline.

Several of the covers rivaled
that of the originals, with such
tunes as "Fire" by Jimi Hendrix,
with Chung Thing getting a head
in on lead vocals, "Fields of Joy,"
by Lenny Kravitz and a version of
"Gloria" that in my opinion was a
cut above the Van Morrison original.
Minor Earth just produced a
two song demo that they recorded
themselves. They are going to try
distribute the demo while in between shows they work on a full
length release.
Saturday the 25th, Minor Earth
played at There's a Place in Greenville. If you didn't see them there,
then that's twice you've missed a
cool band. So, if you get an opportunity, go see them. They are a
great up-and-coming band. And
it's always nice to support the
boys from back home.
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Outside Clemson: Diving in local lakes
by Jody Horton
staff writer
While some divers refuse to tote their
tanks to anyplace where men named Bubba
frequently bass fish, those willing to endure inquiries about "scoober" diving and
requests for finding lost lures can enjoy an
interesting array of rock formations and
fish life in the clear-water lakes just outside of Clemson.
Okay. Maybe it's not Belize or Grand
Cayman, or even close, but at least you
won't have to ride in a cab with a man who
makes dog shit smell inviting or donate an
organ to get there. These lakes are right
in our back yard, so there is no excuse for
not giving them a try it you have a few free
hours and have never been. Even if you
aren't astounded by what you see under
water, it's a great way to keep up your
skills between trips and a good excuse to
visit some scenic spots you may have never
seen.
Lake Jocassee, which is bisected by the
S.C./N.C. border, is an easy 45 minutes
from campus. Devil's Fork State Park
provides the best access, offering several
boat ramps and clean facilities. Be sure to
stop at the Information Center/General
Store to pick up a free lake map before
heading out.
By boat you can reach The Wall," the
most popular dive site on the lake. The
stark, stone face rises over 300' out of the
water and is easily seen from the opposite
shore. Underwater, the wall plunges to
about 60' (at current water levels) where
you will find two valleys beginning at 40'
and 50' respectively. Divers feeling particularly manly or suicidal may descend
further along the sub-wall that drops to
330', but the best diving is within the 60
'range.
Locating the valleys is trickier than you
might think, and I highly recommend

. .1 ,i
A_J,
0...1.. cu f„~
„„™ carefully-you
^^fMiu,.,,™! can't
^n'tchnH
tnln^panv
stand to
lose any
stopping
by the Anderson
Scuba Shop for swim
visibility.
compass coordinates and a look at their
How to get there: Take Hwy. 133 under
underwater map before making an attempt. If you don't have access to a boat, the train trestle and keep on truckin' for
the Scuba Shop offers occasional trips to about 35 minutes until you reach Hwy. 11.
"The Wall" and other sites. They also carry Turn left here, start looking for Devil's
a handy, free road map marking all the Fork signs on your right after crossing a
popular dives in the area. Call them for bridge. The park is another 5 or 6 miles
from the turnoff.
more information at 224-9205.
What to bring: if you need equipment,
When you go, give yourself enough
time to explore the banks and beaches to the Anderson Scuba Shop and Carolina
the left of the wall and hike up to the edge Scuba of Seneca (885-0880) both offer
of the cliff for a breath-taking view. Watch rentals. Be sure to bring the thickest wet
out for snakes and fornicating rednecks suit you can find and a hood if possiblealong the path.
If you are looking for an easier,
less time consuming shore dive, follow the signs left
illifS
to the farthest
boat ramp after
entering
the
Devil's Fork entrance. A large
training platform
lies diagonally left
of the ramp in 30'
of water. Farther
left you'll find
some interesting
, : Stf
rock formations
BSiil
and several trees
that offer refuge
to brim, catfish,
bass and carp.
The bottom
slopes down and
down and can be
deceptive, so keep
a close eye on your
depth gauge. Like
"The Wall" there
is not much to see
below 60', and the
bottom is silty. So

thermoclines
thermoc.lines are drastic. A dive light and
a compass are a must for "The Wall. A dive
knife is a good addition to your gear as
well in case you run into a nest of
monofilament.
Diving events: This Wednesday, as always, the Clemson Scuba Club meets at 7
p.m. in Martin 202. Membership fees are
only $10 and they entitle you to use of
school equipment. The Anderson Scuba
Shop is holding its annual Underwater
Pumpkin Carving Contest on the 31st of
next month with big prizes for the scariest
face.
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THIS WEEK AT THE Y THEATER
SUNDAY FREE FLICK
PLAYING FRIDAY & SATURDAY

PAUL SHORE
IN

SON IN LAW
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSION: ONLY $2

STRANGE BREW

OCTOBER 7&8 - SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSION FREE
WITH C.U. ID
OCTOBER 21-23 - IN THE LINE OF FIRE

OCTOBER 8&9 - WHEN HARRY MET SALLY

OCTOBER 28-30 - DENNIS THE MENACE

OCTOBER 10 - AN AFFAIR TO REMEBER

NOVEMBER 4-6 - THE FIRM

COMING SOON

a

Jody Horton/staff writer
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Honors Students who....

Wall of Water makes a splash
by Joe Branton
staff reporter
"If you can't trust an omniscient, all-powerful God, who can
you trust?" booms out Gig, the
scientist turned God in the Department of Performing Arts' latest endeavor, The Wall of Water.
Directed by Mark Charney, this
play explores the human struggle
to establish order and meaning to
a desolate world that refuses both.
A farce of sorts, The Wall of
Water is a fast paced comedy
about four roommates in a New
York apartment. Through numerous misunderstandings, the
four become more and more entangled in a web of confusion
until one of the characters (Gig)
transform into a god and explains
the unknown details of a most
hectic day. In an attempt to
restore order, Gig provides the
characters the chance to replay
the entire day. However, the play
ends on a cynical note, and we
realize that, even when provided
with a second chance, people tend
to choose the same paths.
By talking directly to the audience at times, the actors in this
Shelley Kramer play break the
fourth wall of theater and provide
viewers with private details of
their life. A theatrical style referred to as Brechtian (for Brecht,
the playwright who popularized
it), this technique establishes an
'intimate relationship between
actor and audience that helps to
reveal the struggles and insecurities of these characters.
These confessions take place
in the bathroom, and therefore,
the bathroom becomes a sort of
confessional. Charney explains
that "the bathroom is certainly
the most private room of the
house-one where we measure
our bodies, examine our faces,
and deal with our insecurities. It
is one of the most popular places
to commit suicide ... and in The
Wall of Water it becomes the
place where theories of life and
love are shared with the audience."
Although the play deals with

heavy issues, it is extremely humorous. From the opening monologue to the closing lines, the
play moves quickly through wave
after wave of comedic techniques.
Whether it be physical or situational comedy, the humor never
fades; thus, the play smoothly
and efficiently.
The Wall of Water is, by far,
one of the most entertaining plays
put on by the University in recent
years, and since the play is showing in Daniel Annex, seating is

limited.
You can reserve tickets by calling 656-2461 or by going by the
University Box Office. The show
continues tonight at 8:00 p.m.
and will play the same time Saturday and at 2:30 p.m, on Sunday.
Seats are on a first come-first
served basis; so be there early.
Don't deny yourself the opportunity to see both a great play and
great talent-hell, you might even
become a better person because
of it.

Gin Blossoms: a year in the
life of an overnight success

Remember, the Honors Career Mentor Program is for
you! Over 100 Honors Alumni are eager to assist you and
await your questions. It takes only 20 minutes to browse
through this file...Stop in our office (320 Brackett) soon.

* **

Physics professor Dr. Raymond Turner will be the
Calhoun College Colloquium guest speaker following a brief
Calhoun Society meeting on Tuesday, October 12, 1993,
at 7:30 p.m. in 200 Hardin Hall. Bring everyone! Your
friends and roommates are most welcome to attend.
Check your E-mail every Tuesday mornings for
pertinent messages. Responses welcome!

continued from 1C
After adding that Doug is
doing fine back in Tempe, playing with a new band ("I caught
them last week, they were
great"), Leen makes it clear
that the rest of the band is in it
for the long haul. "You have to
be pretty tough to leave for
months at a time and live this
kind of schedule. But we all
tend to do a pretty good job of
it... I think we're built for this."
Just like thousands of groups
before them, the Gin Blossoms
are out to conquer the world,
and there is no doubt in their
minds that victory is but one
stroke of fortune away.
Before hanging up, Bill tells
me that A&M Records might be
revamping the album packaging to increase its commercial
appeal. Apparently, the cover
of New Miserable Experience,
featuring a few burned-out trees
and some shrubs, isconsidered
"too generic" by the record
company heads, while the
group's unique "basketball" CD
is causing problems because
radio programmers can't figure out what the name of the
band is. I find this funny and
mention that it hasn't stopped
"Hey Jealousy" from getting
played ten times a day in Atlanta. He agrees, but then says
the next single will be "Mrs.

as freshman, are undecided
about a career choice;
as sophomores and juniors,
want real-world information about daily
work in various careers ;
as seniors, need insight into the
graduate school, law or medical
school to which they are applying;

Rita," since A&M has been pushing "Jealousy" since September to little effect. This prompts
a discussion on idiocy within
record companies before Bill
has to leave to get ready for an
afternoon gig in Albuquerque,
N.M.
May 1,1993: A second video
for "Hey Jealousy" starts receiving prominent airplay on
MTV thanks to its inclusion in
the channel's "Buzz Bin." With
the benefit of a more colorful,
user-friendly cover, New Miserable Experience finally cracks
the Billboard Top 200 at #191.
September 25, 1993: The
Gin Blossoms have arrived.
"Hey Jealousy" is #33 with a
bullet, and New Miserable Experience is currently #34 with
sales of more than 500,000 copies. I hear the song on the radio
all the time now; amazingly, I'm
still not tired of it.
Every now and then, the
mood will hit me, and I'll put on
my original Gin Blossoms CD,
the one that looks like a basketball and remember that October day when I heard those
songs for the first time: "Tell
me do you think it'd be alright
/ If I could just crash here
tonight/You can see I'm in no
shape for drivin'/ And anyway I got no place to go..."
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654-16"
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VAN DAMME

ARD TARGET

Fri. - Moo. Thur. 7:30, & 9:30, Sat. - Sun. 1:40, 3:55, 5:55, 7:55, 9:55

Over 10 Internationa! Award
"Like Water
for
Chocolate"

~"^

Rated R

Expression used to describe at state of sexual arousal
Fri. - Moil. - Thur. 7:15 & 9:15, Sat. - Sun. 1:30, 3:35, 5:35, 7:45. 9:50
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SON IN LAW
He's a relative nightmare.
Fri. - Mon. - Thur. 9:30 Only,
Sat. - Sun. 1:00, 5:30, 7:45 & 9:50

<

Fri. - Mon. - Thur. 7:00 Only, Sat. - Sun. 2:50 & 7:20

Jurasssic Park Held over 5th and Final Week

Y pay them $2
to see the
Son In Law
when its here for 99£

COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTE TAPES
■?

lilU i Ld *

Ciiosce

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CD'S & TAPES
OVER 2000 USED CD'S

ISAB Drop-In
Wednesday, October 6
5-7 pm in IPTAY office
(Gate 9 in Memorial Stadium)
Semi Formal Dress
Any underclassmen interested in joining ISAB are
encouraged to attend for more info call 656-2115.

Imported CD's
Posters
Magazines
Blank Tapes

Quitar Strings
T-shirts
Used Tapes
Gift Certificates
OPEN

Monday - Friday 10 to 8
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 1:30-6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on College Ave. across from Post Office)

10% OFF
Any Purchase with this Ad
Expires Oct. 15, 1993)
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Big Fish Ensemble hates parties
NEVERTOOLATE.

by Sean Cook
assistant Time-Out editor

Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With

Many Clemson students are
already familiar with Big Fish
Ensemble. In past years, the band
has brought their swimmingly
fantastic and original style to
Edgar's, our very own on-campus
bar.
Such students will be surprised
to know thatthese listener friendly
rockers are antisocial, so goes
the claim in their latest release, /
Hate Parties.
The band features Sheila Doyle
(violin, bass, hummingbird),
Michael Lorant (drums, vocals),
Leigh Finlayson (bass, trumpet,
baritone) Paul Schwartz (guitar,
vocals, trombone) and Dave Clair
(guitar, vocals). Schwartz and
Finlayson met each other in Athens, Ga. and formed a band called
Big Wall of Shit. According to
their press guide, they committed
a cardinal sin while in Athens.
"The unwritten rule-if you want
to play in Athens," claims the
guide, "you gotta have an art
student in the band." The band
wisely packed it up and moved to
Atlanta.
Dave Clair was once a street
performer in Paris. After longing
for "a decent cheeseburger," he
returned to America, and ended
up in Atlanta. He moved in with
Michael Lorant, and they formed
a band called Sofa, to be joined
later by Sheila Doyle, who is Irish
(of course).
Somewhere down the line, the
two bands met, took to each other
and merged. Such was the beginning of Big Fish Ensemble

the new on-demand GRE,® you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days
later, in plenty of time for most schools' deadlines. Call now for instant
registration. (|g) Educational Testing Service

TP' Sylvan Technology Centers®
Part of the Sylvan Learning Center Network

W0M3REASAJ?

A+RENTSi.

Big Fish Ensemble: I Hate Parties
RATING: B+
I Hate Parties was released by
an Atlanta indie called Long Play
Records. It exhibits the band's
trademark blend of humor, selfdeprecation and musical substance.
The title track begins the
album, setting the tone for the
other 13 tracks with a cynical
look at social gatherings. "I wish
that I was drunk /1 wish I had a
tranquilizer/1 wish they wouldn't
play the music quite so loudly,"
the singer complains, adding,
"Glance in the mirror and give
myself a vote of no confidence /
I wish I'd stayed at home and
watched the TV / I hate parties
more than anything."
"Animal" features Amy Ray
and Emily Saliers of the Indigo
Girls in a song which examines

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

the animal nature of men and
women and their attempts to relate to one another.
Songs on the album vary from
upbeat danceables, "Greenland,"
to pleading semi-mellow romantics, "Amy No"and "Drank too
much," to philosophy of life pieces,
"Where the Fuckheads Roam."
Be sure to check out / Hate Parties, and go see Big Fish Ensemble next time they pass
through the area. The album is
available at Manifest Records and
by mail from Long Play Records.
CDs are $12, tapes are $8 and
the Long Play Records catalog is
free. Be sure to send a buck or
two to help cover shipping and
handling. The address is: Long
Play Records, PO Box 55233,
Atlanta, Ga.. 30308.
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Needed:
more bands
continued from page 1C
Greenville, because our bars will
not give them a chance.
Second, bars can look into the
idea of letting persons 18 and
over into the shows. This can get
tricky for them, I realize, but I
have a suggestion. All IDs could
be filed at the door. Anyone who
is caught drinking underage could
be booted onto the street, into
the waiting hands of our local
police. This is done in many bars
across the country. Holding IDs
also has other advantages. It enables bouncers to further peruse
IDs for irregularities. It allows
policemen to do the same, enabling arrest of fake ID users. It
also helps reduce DUI because
IDs of persons too drunk to drive
can be withheld, and the authorities can be called. The advantages
outweigh the disadvantages, and
we get more good music in the
process.
Another thing that would help
the local music scene would be an
increase in venues where live
music is offered. Let's face it. Our
venues leave a lot to be desired.
TD's has good bands, but their
stage is in a funny place, so you
can't see the band if you are in the
back. Tiger Town's stage-a
wooden platform on top of the
pool tables at the front-is innovative, but the crowd near the stage
is almost unbearable at times.
The Underground has a decent
stage, but you have to drive to get
there, creating a possible DUI
opportunity.
Every small bar with open
space in the corner could have a
stage for acoustic acts, with only
a small investment in equipment.
Small club PA systems could easily pay for themselves from cover
charges and increased drink and
food sales.
The last suggestion I have will
surely increase live music in Clemson. We should have more clubs.
The first one that should be reopened is the old Downtowner. It
has been closed for two years.
Enough is enough. Somebody,
please, go rent that place and
start booking bands. Someone
needs to do something soon. My
gas bill is getting bigger each
month. I might have to move to
Athens before long just to keep
my bills within a reasonable range.
Somebody, please help! Clemson need not remain musically
challenged forever!

DRACIJLA
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■THE BALLET

Ansel Adams

BALLET THEATRE PENNSYLVANIA
Tillman Auditorium, Clemson University
Wednesday, October 20,1993 8:00pm
Ticket Prices: $12.00. $10.00, $7.00 & $5.00
Tickets Available at the Clemson University Union

Over 20 Ansel Adams Posters
In Stock ($30 - $35 ea)
• The Widest Selection Of Clemson Prints Including:
"Clemson Legends", "Where The Tigers Play", "Clemson
Summmer", "Valley Of The Tiger", and more. Stop by
Today!
* Proffessional Cutsom Framing For Over 17 Years

Aliens' Creations, Inc.

The Jean Shoppe in Belton. Duffy's Western Shop in Seneca. Triple Crown
Western Wear in Royston. Georgia. Sound Trax in Toecoa Georgia and All
Seleet-A-Seat Outlets

Frame and Art Gallery
400-1 College Av. (Next to hair Biz)

Charge by phone 291-TIXX(8499)

654-3594

Brought to you by Lhe Anderson Independent Mail
Produced b> the Campus Events Oil ice & The Brooks Centei

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

They call it,
Cyndi

rphink about supporting yourself for
1 twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
r
TV
tavor. lime.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral,
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just Sxoo a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $154,03!*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
%L a ninth to readr the same goal.

continued from page 1C
begins with the same promising
manner but after only one stanza,
reverts to old style Cyndi, which
just doesn't cut it. From that
point, Hat Full of Stars, continues downhill until it reaches its
disappointing climax after a grueling 53 minutes.
By another artist, some of the
lyrics on this CD could be formed
into songs, but with Lauper's
voice, they are little more than
noise pollution. She may have
been popular in the early 80s and
by some stroke of pure luck, she
might be a hit today, but her
latest Madonna-wanna-be release
falls way short of what I consider
good. In some cases, it's not even
bearable.RATING: D
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At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record or personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system,
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your srde.

Start planning yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
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PRESENTS

THE MAYOR OF
RAP CITY
IS COMING
TO OUR TOWN
Friday, November 5
Tillman Auditorium
CHRIS THOMAS

Tickets Go On Sale Friday, October 8
University Union Ticketing Office
For More Informaton Call 656-2461

SIGN UP FOR A SHORT COURSE
OR SPORTS CLINIC TODAY ! ! ! r

(££ THE UNION PRESENTSCLEU8DM

~U
FIRST fi!D#{

a

J ■■ ■?

FIRST AID

DEADLINE

BEGINNING GOLF

DEADLINE

CANOEING

DEADLINE

BARTENDING

DEADLINE

SAILING

DEADLINE

WEIGHT TRAINinG

DEADLINE

JOG OR WALK FOR FITNESS

DEADLINE

LIFEGUARD RECERTIFICATION

DEADLIN

CPR

DEADLINE: MQ/2^

WHITE WATER RAFTING
ON THE
FRENCH BROAD RIVER
WHEN : OCTOBER 3rd '93

COST : ONLY $ 48.00

COST INCLUDES LUNCH & TRANSWRTATION

Sponsored by :
THE UNION 8c
CAMPUS RECREATION
Sign up for classes at the Union Info.
Desk in the Loggia
VISA/MC/TIGER STRIPE ACCEPTED

SIGN UP AT THE INFORMATION DESK

Sponsored
by the
Outdoor Rec. Committee
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In the waiting room at Deadfem Health Center

McP's
Easley Foothills
Playhouse
Tillman

iiW
W

October 1st through 7th,1993
This Week's Entertainment Events

Outskirts-cowwfrj. McP's is a private club.
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest-play
$9, students, 8p.m. Fri. & Sat.
Dukes of Dixieland-jazz; $5 students, $7.50
general, 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 2:
•
Time-Out Calendar announces upcoming activities within road trip
I range. Special consideration is given to local events and artists. Other events
• may be announced when space permits.

• Tonight:
• Underground
•

• Daniel
• Annex

I Backstreets

'Xx'mkti-altemative. from Athens
$3 members, $5 non-members
The Wall of Water-presented by the
Clemson Players Students: $2 in advance, free
the day of the play Faculty and Staff $4, Public
$6 Call 656-2461 for tickets or information. Play
runs until Sunday, Oct. 3Fools Like You-rock. Cover announced at door.

McP's

Outskirts-cowwfrj. McP's is a private club.

Thursday, October 7
Tiger Town Tavern: Hootie & the Rlowfish-altemative
Cover announced at door.
Simon Sez-alternative
TD's
Cover announced at door.
White Buffalo-/7*//^ rock
Underground
$5 public, $3 members
Ying Qaartet-Nationally renowned string quartet
Tillman

7 p.m.

.
*
•
•
•
I
•

,*••••!
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Tigers should
utilize talent
rnntinued from IB

_____

son), and opens up the defense. Witherspoon are a potent combiWhy not mix the offensive scheme nation if used in an innovative
up a little bit? It sure as hell can't offensive system. If the Tigers are
hurt. The offense has produced a looking to depend upon the detotal of 40 points in three games fense and Nelson Welch excluthus far. Something isn't work- sively to win games, then the
ing, and it must be fixed in order coaching staff is not using its
for this to be a successful season. personnel properly.
The defense did its job last
If that's the case, then
weekend, and it looked impres- tomorrow's game - and the rest
sive in doing so. It isn' t fair to of the season, for that matter depend on them all season for a will be an exact replica of last
victory, though - not with the year's. And the Tigers can't take
potential offensive weapons that another 5-6 season and still exthe Tigers bring onto the field. pect to recruit the nation's finest
Terry Smith, Jason Davis, Rod- players. . .or at least the current
ney Blunt and Derrick coaching staff can't.
Tomorrow, check out SCETV at. 6:30 p.m. There will be a
French film on Clemson football. It is entitled "Go Tigers."
Watch for it!

Sf

WILL AND RICH
LIVE IN THE CMTIE
Sat. OCT. 2ND 9:00pm
Remember Every Wednesday Night is Acoustic Night

Print Shop Inc

Drink Specials

Open Monday through Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday by Appointment.
Typesetting, Quick Copying, Laminating, Fax,
and Many Other Printing Services. Your
orders are kept on file for an easy reorder.
For Your Printing & Copying Needs Call:

Rolling Rock Beer
only $1.25
All Vladimir Vodka
only $2.00

654-1120
106 EARLEST. • P.O. DRAWER 1606 • CLEMSON. SC29633

Southern Comfort Special
Give Aways and Prizes
~°Otf

S'A?,

<%s

<S%,

Over 70 Imports

,IH

Free T-shirts
#**<>
&

^
*<*

Cordially invites you to a Party

V

When: Thursday Oct. 7
Where: 9{ewty Renovated 'Keith SI'rBar
Time: 7:00-untiC
Why: Tottiavefun
Free Cactus Tanks

Live Entertainment

1st 50 people receive a free T-shirt

ir»!"

All menu items available for take out •654-2274- Located behind Dominos Pizza on Keith Street
iflal

UHB_H

iu__i___
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CU squeaks out 16-13 win

continued from IB
the Tiger defense, as they held
the Yellow Jackets to a total of 39
yards on their next four possessions. But the CU offense, now
under Sapp again, couldn't manage a single first down to take
advantage of the opportunities
provided by the defense. In fact,
Sapp did not complete his first
pass and direct the team to a first
down until Smith caught a 14yard bullet late in the fourth quarter. But on that play, Smith hurt
his knee and was unable to continue the game.
Sapp continued the drive,
which lasted almost eight minutes, moving the Tigers down to
the Tech 11-yard line and giving

Nelson Welch a chance to boot
CU to a six-point lead. But Welch
didn't respond on the 30-yard
attempt and missed wide right.
Tech took over on their own
20 and marched down the field,
giving Jarrett a chance to tie the
game with 3:01 remaining. But
Jarrett missed the 41-yarder wide
right, his third miss of the day (he
had hit the left upright as time
expired at the end of the first
half).
"I felt like the weight of the
world was on my shoulders after
I missed the last one," said Jarrett.
"But if I had made those first two
I missed, we wouldn't have been
in that position in the first place."

As for the quarterback controversy, Sapp and Solomon seem to
be in agreement with each other
as far as who will get the start
tomorrow against N.C. State.
"I just think 1 had a bad game,
and I think it was important that
they put Louie in when they did,
because our offense needed a
change of pace," said Sapp. "I
know I'm going to start next week.
It was just one o|those days."
"There won't be a quarterback
controversy," says Solomon.
"Patrick is still the starter. I'm
there to help him out when he
needs a break, and I accept that.
It would only be right for him to
start."

WOODHAVEN
GOLF CLUB
Executive 9 hole course - driving range
Pro shop "low price guranteed"
Lessons and club repair by
Clint Wright - PGA professional
Golf memberships only $32.00 per month
no initiations fee

Student discount - Thursdays
9 holes just $5.50
18 holes just $9.00
'1 1/2 miles east of the square" - Cherry Street, Pendleton

5 miles from campus
646-5154

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 5TH @ 9:00 P.M.
.!(

And

ROCK 101
Welcome

.38 SPECIAL
(18 or Older Admitted)
Tickets only: $10 advance / $12 door

Tickets
Available At
Manifest
Disks &
Tapes

CHARACTERS • Greenville, SC • 234-0370

ZS% OFF VEER"
MI0/4 Ml EK JOHNSONS V>1 OFF!
TIIE510/5 ML HKT5 85% OFF!
VIP510/6 Ml MIT TO TS S5% OFF!
TIBS I0/7 Ml SOT SMUTS ®% OFF!
HI io/8 MI SIIHGUSSES ®i OFF!

DON'T MISS IT!
ACTS Presents:

An Evening with Bob Hope

Specialize in Hair Color
• Foils
•Highlights
• Lowlights
• Correct Color
$5 off any color
with ad
Oct. 16,1993

654-6555
Downtown Clemson
358 College Avenue

sp™ng ®¥ ^m i°rk ®imp0
Littlejohn Coliseum, Clemson University
Parents Weekend
Friday, October 29,1993 7:30 pm
Reserved Seats $16.00
Tickets Go On Sale 10 AM Friday, October 1,1993
at Littlejohn Coliseum Gate 2

t
^
|

Tickets Available at the Following Select-A-Seat Outlets:
The Clemson University Union, The Jean Shoppe in Belton
In Greenville, The Greenville Memorial Auditorium
National Mall Services, The Music Exchange & Cowboys Nightlife
The Greenwood Civic Center, Backdoor Rentals in Laurens
Duffy's Western Shop In Seneca,
The Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
Triple Crown Western Wear in Royston, Sound Trax in Toccoa
& The Asheville Civic Center

Charge by phone 291-TIXX(8499)

L
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

"Your hair is the smartest thing you wear"
Bring this coupon to register for a free hair cut
Drawing held every other week

Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

Located across from the Esso Club • 654-2031 • Clemson
FROM THE tlUCTOI Of 'Hi ADDAM S FAiUI'

Michael J. Fox

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

M.H. FRANK • M.H. FRANK • M.H. FRANK • M.H. FRANK • M.H. FRANK •
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380 College Ave.
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Lady Tigers
lose to 'Noles,
sting Jackets
by Owen Driskill
staff writer
The Clemson Lady Tigers volleyball team had their thirteen
game winning streak snapped
with a loss at Florida State, but
recorded their fourteenth win on
Tuesday with a victory over Georgia Tech.
Clemson fell to the 21st ranked
Seminoles in a five game match.
The Tigers dropped the first two
games 15-7 and 16-14 before winning the next two 15-8 and 15-12.
According to coach Jolene
Hoover, "We got off to a slow
start, but then we realized that
we could play with Florida State."
A 15-11 Seminole victory in
the fifth game of the match ended
the Lady Tigers upset bid, but the
close loss was a good confidence
builder for the team.
"If we win, great," said Hoover.
"If we lose, we can go back and
work on it. At Florida State we
froze, and that's when I get frustrated. But out of fifteen games,
that's the only time that has happened, and we fixed it, which is
what's important."
Although the Seminoles are
ranked 21st nationally and first
in the ACC, Coach Hoover feels
the idea of an upset was only on
paper. "I think if we had played
from the start, the outcome would
have been different."
The Lady Tigers quickly
bounced back from the loss with
a three game victory over Georgia Tech.
"We played pretty well,"
Hoover stated. "There was a different feeling from the team. We
felt we had control."
The win moved Clemson to 141,1-1 in the ACC. In addition, for
the first time in Clemson volleyball history, the Lady Tigers are
ranked in the South Region. They
are currently 13th, with Kentucky
occupying the top spot and Florida
State at No. four.
Hoover commented, "It's good
to get some recognition since we
are a little underrated."
Despite the loss, the Florida
State match featured several top
individual performances. Middle
hitter Robin Kibben registered
29 kills, which is second highest
in school history.
Hoover remarked,"She is our
'go to player', and we have been
able to get the ball to her because
we are playing so well as a team
to set the ball. We've had good
ball control."
One of the players contributing to this improved ball control
is Heather Kahl. In the Florida
State game, she tallied 65 assists.
Hoover stated, "Heather is doing a tremendous job at the setting position."
Freshman contributors include
Julie Rodriguez, Jill Heavey, and
Ashley Self.
"The freshman are making a
big impact now. They are very
experienced. They don't play like
freshman," Hoover stated.
The Lady Tigers' next match is
against the seventh-ranked Kentucky Wildcats tomorrow at Jervey
Gym.
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Low Student Air Fares

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796

Greenville - Laguardia/Phil. $118
Charlotte - Wash./Boston/Newark$l 18
Hartford/St. Louis/Bait ./Miami/Dejoit/Chicago/etc.
All Are Round Trip,
and good during Thanksgiving and Christmas! Hiirrv!

Small World Travel
654-6125

• Free pregnancy test
• Free one-on-one counseling
• 24 Hour Hotline
• Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
• Strictly confidential
• Close - Downtown Seneca

654-8440

17 Years in Clemson

3)e ©U>e San&ttrid)

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, S.C. 29678

On 'DfiE. cSqaale. in ^p£ndUton

646-9438
But) One. SanAvjiJi, <^d JVzxt ^Joi ~cHa[f<Piice.

til

Must Present Coupon

SPELL
IT OUT
There's no lower price for a collect call
For long distance calls from public phones.
You don't have to be an Economics major to see that
AT&T's new 1 800-OPERATOR service is lower priced
than anyone else's standard operator-service rates for
long distance collect calls. Use it from any phone on
or off campus. When you call, just spell it out.
Dial 1 800-OPERATOR (1 800 673-7286).

Due to Fall Break, tickets
for the E'I'SIJ game will
be given out next week,
Oct. 4-7. There will be a
make-up day on Oct. 21.

AT&T
Pending tariff effectiveness. © 1993 AT&T.

<»■
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Letters to the Editor
Balser's opinions criticized by readers
To the editor:
I Mr. Balser's editorial of
September 24 was completely
ridiculous. It is always humorous
when white people try to tell
black people how they should
feel, especially concerning issues
such as slavery. While it may be
arguable that a slave heritage is
something not to be ashamed of
and that we should all be proud of
our country, Mr. Balser's
argument is posited on the notion
that Blacks have a better standard
of living in America than Blacks
who live in Africa. That notion
itself is racist. What standard? A
Western standard! Are Blacks in
Africa worse off for not having TV
or air-conditioning?? If Mr. Balser
was trying to compare Black
Americans with Black South
Africans he did not make that
comparison clear. Besides, all of
Africa is not beset with racial
problems or famine. Underlying
Mr. Balser's sentiment is the idea
that tribal life equals poverty
because the western comforts are

missing. While it may be true that
Africa suffers from a variety of
social and economic problems,
that does not mean that AfricanAmericans should be in any way
grateful to that their forefathers
(and mothers!) were kidnapped,
tortured, and forced into slavery.
Let's blame Africa's ills on the
right criminals: the slave traders
who stole centuries of manpower;
the Imperialist Europeans who
conquered the land, pillaged
Africa's resources and then
abandoned the continent in the
last two decades; the selfish white
South Africans who want to push
Blacks into impoverished
townships; and the dictators who
have turned to America and
Europe for the money to outfit
their armies. Who knows what
Black Africa would be like today
without
the
pernicious
intervention of white people?
Scott Harris
Instructor
Dept. of Languages

Hatfield
worthy of
praise

institution and not a farm team
for the NFL. Ken Hatfield stands
for the right things, and he
deserves our support even when
he loses games.

To the editor:
I was disappointed when we
were so thoroughly beaten at
Florida State. But let's not make
it an excuse to get rid of Ken
Hatfield. First, Florida State is
one of the most powerful teams
the East Coast has seen in the last
t20 years, and we won't be the
last team they beat this year.
Second, Ken Hatfield's philosophy
that every athlete should
graduate, including football
players, shows the kind of value
system that will make Clemson
into a great university. If this
means that we sacrifice being
number one in the country in
football so that we can move up
higher in our treatment of
students, so much the better. We
are, after all, an academic

W.J. Kennedy, Ph.D., P.E.
Professor
Dept. of Ind. Engineering

Greeks lack
sense of
humor
To the editor:
Once again, I find myself
writing in defense of a Tiger
journalist who dared defy the
Greek egos with a humorous
depiction of Greek life in a
horoscope,
prompting a
humorous response by the
Panhellenic Public Relations,
defending the noble Greeks and
their plight for "Greek unity".

First of all, I thought the
horoscopes were a welcome
change of pace from the usual
"Greeks are Gods" attitude this
campus has.
The Panhellenics' letter
whined about the negative image
produced by the horoscope. The
horoscope simply reproduced the
image that every non-Greek on
this campus sees everyday. Sex
and alcohol seem to be the hot
topic of the majority of Greek
conversations. Don't forget the
floral dresses and Duckhead
shorts - you can pick a Greek in
uniform out of any crowd.
A valid point was made that all
disciplines (other than education)
are represented in Greek
organizations, however, these are
token representations. In
engineering, Greeks are spotted
few and far between, but in a
business or education class (or
any less time consuming major)
the room is cluttered with Greek
letters.
see HUMOR, page 6A

Tiger Band attempting to restrict freedom
This past week I was made
aware that one of our basic
rights of individuality is being
removed from areas of society
where such a removal has no
place. The freedom of expression
is being suppressed by those
who are so tight on the ideals of
conformity that individualism
is being stripped from aspects
of our society. It even applies to
harmless displays of an
individual's religious preference.
First a little background must
be in order. Before I was even a
student on this campus, I have
worn a cross around my neck. It
has never been some pretty piece
of golden jewelry; usually I wear
one fashioned from nails, which
to me is both more symbolic of
the nature of crucifixion and
(get the metaphor) is a heavier
cross to bear.
I have never worn it for selfglorification but indeed have
done so that people may see me
at first glance for who I really

am. Although I never
consciously left my residence
without it on, it was never
something I made a big deal
over. I wore it, people saw it,
nobody had a problem.
My faith has always been the
biggest aspect of my life, yet I
never let myself be part of any
religious huddle; I made friends
with Christians, Jews and
atheists alike, and we didn't
have a problem with each other.
Most people who really know
me realize that I neither subscribe to the dogma of the "Religious Right," nor do I hang
out with some band of
evangelical do-gooders. The
saving of souls is somebody
else's department; mine is to
the ministry of souls, as a friend
to some and a "guru" to others.
Being an aspiring minister, I
have felt a greater need outside
of religious huddles and thus, I
have centered my life around a
real world with real people.
That real world gave me a

slap in the face recently...
This past weekend, I had an
experience which put me between a rock and a hard place
involving my cross.
An
institution I have devoted hours
of service to over the past three
years made a policy-de-facto
stating my cross is not uniform.
After following the Tigers up
and down the Atlantic Coast for
over two seasons,

L. Clator
Butler, Jr.
circulation , ^
manager
the director of Tiger Band told
me I had to hide my cross inside
my uniform jacket. It puzzles
me to think that a volunteer
institution like Tiger Band has
become so wrapped up in
conformity and uniformity that
the individual is totally removed.
One could understand why

wearing argyle socks with the
uniform is not allowed.
But for me, displaying the
most important thing in my life
supersedes any devotion to
some poly-wool uniform which
has already once caused me to
pass out from heat exhaustion
this season.
Realistically, it is fallacious
to think that allowing a student
to wear a religious symbol, or
even a black band in memory of
a dead friend would lead to
anarchy
among
the
organization.
Furthermore, it is fallacious
to think that a two-inch religious
symbol among a 100-yard sea of
orange is going to prompt
scrutiny from fans that Tiger
Band is promoting religion. The
only religion Tiger Band promotes pays homage to "The
Rock" and to the players who
rub it.
I fail to see the relevance of
such a minor physical detail
against a major detail regarding

one's personal faith. Tiger Band
is not the military. Tiger Band
is not a drill corps. Tiger Band
does not even involve attaining
a collegiate major.
It is merely a group of
musicians who enjoy providing
spirit for the Tigers and having
fun at the expense of 12 hours
minimum per week.
But even for musicians, there
comes a time when decisions
must be made regarding what
the most important factor in
one's life is. Sometimes, one
cannot compromise a situation.
To do so would, in fact,
compromise all for which he or
she stands.
Those friendships I have
made in Tiger Band should be
strong enough to withstand my
resignation from the institution.
I can only hope that my friends
understand that when a fun
institution fails to be fun
anymore as a result of dictatorship on part of the advisor, it
comes time to move on.

Speaking Out
Question; What would you do to improve the social life at Clemson?

Ronald Stamy
Graphic Comm.
junior
Quit graphics and
get a social life.
Caroline Qodbey / staff photographer

Karyn Cronin
Wildlife Biology
freshman
Have more places
that don't require
l.D.'s.

Kevin Brown
Graphic Comm.
senior
I'd drink less.

Jennifer Wuodali
Wildlife Biology
freshman
Change visitation
hours on weekends.
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experience
through
"philanthropy and community
service," as well as provide
unity and friendship. Give me
a break. How many frat guys
do you know joined up to help
the elderly or pick up trash
continued from page 5A
off the road? If you want to be
Another point in the letter was philanthropic and be part of a
that the Greek system is "a melting brotherhood, join the Boy
pot of all different types of people" Scouts.
The last and most
(i.e. rich Yankees at a Southern
school). They may be a slew of ridiculous point the letter
different people coming in, but made was how the horoscopes
going out, they all talk, dress, and "downgrade men and women
in general." I could see how it
act the same.
One of the more pathetic points might offend an "upstanding"
of the letter was that Greeks are Greek, but to me, a GDI (by
"for the most part, the leaders on choice), I found only humor.
this campus," supposedly As a matter of fact, most of
disproving the "dumb" image of the Greek men I overhear are
Greeks. Well you obviously don't bragging about all of the
have to be real smart to get elected, things the horoscope depicted,
just have a large enough so I don't see how they could
organized voting pool (of Greeks) have been offended.
I have a suggestion for a
to back you up. Like it or not,
new
horoscope: engineers.
Greeks are a minority on this
Now
there
is a group easily
campus (less than 30 percent of
the student body), yet as the letter stereo-typed, I should know
pointed out, student government since I am one. I can find
is comprised primarily of Greeks. plenty of humor within my
I always make it a point to vote discipline, and would not be
for whichever non-Greek is offended at all.
running, but it makes no
Stephen Middlekauff
difference since hardly a fifth of
Engineering GDI
the campus votes anyway. So a
couple of Greek organizations
backing up a nominee easily
produces more voters than any
non-G.reek's campaigning could
put together.
I lived with a Greek for a
semester, and he even had a
pledge do something for me once.
The Panhellinics claim it is
"strictly forbidden." Looks like
you girls have some investigating
to do.
To the editor.
One of the more comical points
I have* to" agree with Mr.
of the letter fP^Greek
Mendoza
on his views of
organizations "enrich the college

Sense of
humor

Lambda
society
president
speaks out

Clemson as an apathetic place.
It's difficult in a school more
renowned
for
group
conformity than individual
thinking to be true to oneself
and ideals. As a former S.E.A.
(Students for Environmental
Awareness) president and
current Lambda Society (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual student
group) president I have seen
how this apathy manifests
itself. Apathy coupled with
fear of this campus' far right
tendencies keep the majority
of the-1500 gay and lesbian
students from becoming
involved. Yet, there is a group
that would offer them peer
support.and acceptance, the
Lambda Society. I firmly
believe that you can't accept
the responsibilities of
adulthood,without
first
accepting yourself. This
coming Oct. 11th is National
Coming Out Day. To provide
more information on this a
booth will be set up in front of
the Student Union Loggia on
the 11th. Coming out is in
many ways easier than most
people think. I hope that
Clemson students will use this
opportunity to begin their
acceptance process. It is true
that life is no spectator sport.
Awareness and involvement
are hallmarks of a good
American citizen. But, before
you become involved with
broader concerns you need to
become involved in your own
self
awareness
and
acceptance.
There are
organizations out there that
can help. Let them.

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH/DINNER BUFFET

GOLDEN DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT

Clemson University
Hwy 76
(From Anderson,
Take 93 N.
_ Exit-Ccnlral)

Scott.G. Chappell
I Lambda Society Pres.
.,v.j
"'
.nbi

(From Seneca,
Take 93
Exit-Central)

Golden
Dragon

Clemson
Suites
From Greenville,
Take 93
Exil-Clcmson

BUFFET (for dine in only)- Lunch $4.95 Dinner

Featuring:
Soups, Appetizers, Lo Mcin, Fried Rice,
Sweet and Sour Chicken, Pepper Steak,
3
Cantonese Boneless Chicken, and More..
LUNCH
Ole
Sun.-Thurs.
(11:30AM-2:00PM)
DINNER
Sun.-Thurs.
(5:00PM-9:30PM)
Bi-Lo
Fri.-Sat.
(5:00PM-10:00PM)
Central

654-1551 - Dine-In or Carry Out Available

Congratulations, \ t I #
CaptainiBojU
From all your friends
at DAPS

WALHALLA MOTEL
Air Condition • Electric Heat
Color Cable T.V. • Direct Dial Phones

638 - 2585
Restaurants nearby 15 minutes from Clemson
901 E. Main St. Walhalla, S.C. 29691unsiru

Not even your local
diet center offers reductions
likethis.

'- -w-.v.w-.w- i u * \\\\
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Apple Macintosh
Color Classic* 4180, Built-in 10"
Color Monitor & Apple Keyboard 11.

Apple Macintosh
1C1114180, Apple Basic Color
Monitor & Apple Keyboard 11.

Apple PowerBook™ 145B 4/80,
Built-in Keyboard & 10" Backlit
Super Twist Monochrome Display.

Apple Macintosh Centris1"
610 4/80, Apple Basic Color Monitor
& Apple Extended Keyboard 11.

$1017

$1333

$1363

$1587

Right now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh"
personal computers. You can also get special student financing with
the Apple® Computer Loan- to make owning a Maca even easier, lb

see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best!

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
mmm

mauler Inc. .■ill riebts reserved Apple. Ibe Apple logo. Mac. Macmlosb and "The pm^ to be your best" are registered tra^^^
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Pan Greek and Panhellinic
"get involved" in Derby Daze
continued from 1A
manner, wins.
Two of the most popular events
are the Line Dance at Tillman
Hall, where all of the sororities
get together for a night of dancing,
and the Derby Blow-Out which
will be held tonight at the Armory.
It will be "one final blow-out",
where all students are invited to
get together, meet with
fraternities and sororities, and
have a great time. Appearing are
the musical groups Uncle Mingo
and Hootie and the Blowfish.
Tickets were sold in the University
Union Loggia for $5 Monday until
-Thursday. Sigma Chi strongly
encourages everyone to come out
for this event that promises to be
very fun and exciting.
Derby Daze has always been
very successful in raising money
for a wonderful cause, as well as
promoting the advantages of
Greek life. Shawn Slate, of the

When asked why these two
Sigma Chi fraternity, who is
coordinating this years events, groups had not come together
hopes that it will help revive the sooner, Greg Spreen, of Sigma
decreasing Greek population by Chi fraternity, said "Well,
encouraging students that were Panhellenic was around long
previously reluctant to join a before Pan Greek came to
fraternity or sorority change their Clemson, and it was just never
really discussed until last year,
minds.
One new development in this when Gamma Sigma Sigma (a
year's events is the involvement service sorority) got involved, and
of the Pan Greek organizations. we figured why not involve
For the past years, it has only everybody else?"
The theme for this year's
been Panhellenic members that
have participated in Derby Days. festivities is "Fun and Games,"
This year, however, all sororities and that is just what Shawn Slater
have been invited to participate. hopes to achieve. "This is a fun,
Jessie Richardson, of Alpha Kappa friendly competition between
Alpha (a Pan Greek sorority) is sororities to raise money. It's all
happy to be involved. "We're all just fun and games for a very
really excited to be in it this year." good cause."
If this year is as successful as
she said. "It's a really good cause,
and it's a great way for the Pan previous years, it looks like these
Hellenic and the Pan Greek to get "fun and games" will continue to
together for the good of the benefit the Children's Miracle
Network for several years to come.
children."

Teacher defends video class
f continued from 1A
^saying the class is offered to
tents as an "applied activity"
whichiis no differentfrom students
receiving credit for interning with
^politicians.
When asked about the course's
obvious conservative slant,
Woodard said he believes the
•course offers students a change
from the large number of liberally
slanted courses at the University.
^e went on to say, "About 80
percent of the political scientists
here consider themselves to be
liberal, and I'm sure that shows
•up in classes and lectures."

In further defense of the class,
Woodard said Gingrich plans to
have Donna Shalala of the Clinton
administration, a woman many
consider to be liberal, as a guest
speaker on an upcoming taping.
According to The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, questions
have been raised in the past over
the fact that GOPAC, an
organization formed exclusively
to recruit and train Republicans
to run for local office, contributed
$25,000 to the course and may
have influenced its content. The
paper goes on to state that

Gingrich said the GOPAC
involvement was "incidental."
Woodard believes the course's
use of the GOPAC money is in no
way different than other
institution's use of money from
liberally oriented organizations
such as the Rockefeller
Foundation or the Ford
Foundation.
He sad he never envisioned
the course creating such a
controversy at the University, and
he only wants to provide "plurality
of opinions" within the
department.

NEWS/ Page 7A

NEED AN AIRPORT SHUTTLE FOR
FALL BREAK?
Come by your Information Desk in the loggia to book
an airport shuttle to Greenville for fall break.
DEADLINE for reservations is Friday, October 8
at 4:30 p.m.
SHUTTLE SCHEDULE TO THE AIRPORT
Thursday, October 14
Friday, October 15
Saturday, October 16
SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FROM THE AIRPORT
Monday, October 18
Tuesday, October 19
Wednesday, October 20
Cost for this special airport shuttle is $18.00 each way
and is payable by cash, check, MasterCard, Visa or
Tiger Stripe. Any other dates needed are available at
the regular price of $33.00 each way. Make your
reservation before the deadline before the deadline
and then pick up your confirmed time at the information
desk on Monday, October 11 after 8:00 a.m. Shuttles
to Atlanta and Charlotte can also be arranged. See us
soon or call 656-2461.

The Tigerwill hold elections Sunday, Oct. 3 at
8 p.m. in room 906 of
the Union for the follow:+;
ina
ons:
Head Photgraph PC
News Editor
Art Director

Do you suffer form anxiety attacks?
(Speech anxiety, test anxiety, panic, or phobias?)
If so, join others in learning to cope at the Counseling Center, Wed. evenings.

Phone 656-2451 to sign-up or get more info.

Applications should be picked up and turned into
I room 906 of the Union by Friday, Oct. 1 at 3 p.m.

PANEL DISCUSSION
"Heavy Lies the Head that Wears the Crown?":
The Department Headship System at Clemson
A panel discussion exploring the headship system and alternatives, featuring a former department head
(Richard Larson, Sociology), an acting department head (Jim Davis, Accounting), an alumni professor
(Holley Ulbrich, Economics), and a college dean. Moderated by Provost Emeritus David Maxwell.

Thursday, October 14,4:00 p.m.
College of Nurse Building, Room 100

2 + 2 PEPSI DEAL

Sponsor: American Association of University Professors

Ctemson, you've Qot great Pastel
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

iBO'S

0 Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
0 A bsolately The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List

Large Two-Topping Pizza
Plus 2 Liter:
7-Up or Diet Pepsi
ij>l U-DU + tax

*:-#

(save $2.10)
Not valid with other specials

Lunch # Sundays # Happy Hours
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next To Holiday Spa

231-8811

Expires 12/15/93
Free Delivery

654-1103
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Campus 'BuCUtin
Announcements
FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS! Raise as
Much as You Want in One
Week! $100...$600...$1500!
Market Applications for the hottest credit card ever - NEW GM
MASTERCARD. Users earn
BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARS! Qualify for FREE TSHIRT & 94 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.
The Presbyterian Student Association invites you to join them
every Sunday night at 6:00 for'
dinner and a program. Also, we
invite you to join us each Tuesday and Wednesday from 2:454:15 p.m. as we play with underprivileged children. 401 College
Ave. 654-9207.
Music in the Mountains: Oldtime Country Show and Dance
Featuring Roger Bellow and the
Drifting Troubadours w/ special guest Fiddlin' Joe Meadows
at Tugaloo Environmental Education Center (TEEC) in Oconee
County, SC near Westminster,
Sat. Oct. 2,8 p.m. $5 per couple.
The Clemson Adult Children
of Alcoholics Al-Anon meet every Tues. at 7 p.m. at the Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church across
from the soccer field.
Habitat for Humanity is meeting on Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
in 100 Lee Hall starting September 22. All students interested are welcome to attend.
Coordinating Council for HFH
meets every other Thursday
starting Sept. 9.
Join the Clemson Equestrian
Team. Learn to ride and show
intercollegiately. Meetings are
every first and third Tuesday of
the month at 8 p.m. in P&A
E145, for more info. Call 6537886.
If you are concerned about
the condition of our environment, join Students for Environmental Awareness. Meetings
are every other Tuesday night.
AMATEUR RADIO-Anyone
interested or have equipment,
please call Darrell at 653-4759.
The CU Flying Club. Providing the opportunity to learn to
fly for students and faculty. Next
meeting Oct. 12, Room 302
Rhodes.
OCT11 OCT11 OCT11
NCOD
NATIONAL COMING OUT
DAY is almost here. If you're
gay, lesbian or bisexual, coming out is easier than you think
and we're here to help. Look for
our booth Monday, Oct. 11 in
front of the Student Union. For
more info., write Box 5795.
Attention! Students who are
single/ divorced parents. Looking for interested persons who
would like to start a support
group. Call Andrea at 639-0331.
"Helping the Handicapped"
The Spurgeon Foundation Campus Ministries invites you to

hear Dr. William T. Maher, cerebral palsey victim, share his life
story and give insight into helping the afflicted. When: Tuesday, Oct. 5, 7 p.m. Where: Jordan Hall G-33.
EXCEL GROUP There will
be a meeting Tues., Oct. 5 at 7
p.m. in Room 100 Edwards Bldg.
Come prepared to do aerobics!!
United We Stand of America
of Pickens County meets Tuesday, Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. at the SCN
building on route 123 in Clemson. Students are invited. Call
Jane 654-6233.
CU Women's Soccer Club will
be playing Spartanburg Methodist at 3 p.m. on the Club
Sports Field behind Jervey,
Wednesday, Oct. 6. Come cheer
on the Lady Soccer Club.
The following Union Board
committees are seeking members: Edgar's Entertainment and
Short Courses. If you are interested, call the Union at 6565827 or come by room 706
University Union.
The Friends of the Earth Vegetarian Society will be meeting
on Thursday, Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. at
the Clemson Unitarian Fellowship for a potluck. Vegetarian
or not, please join us. For more
info., call Terry at 639-6113.
The CU Gospel Choir Presents our 2nd Annual Spread
Love Concert. Theme: "...And
We'll Shout It Out!!!" When:
Sunday, Oct. 10, 1993. Time: 5
p.m. Where: Daniel Auditorium.
Sign up for a Short Course
or Sports Clinic Today!!!
Courses and deadlines for registering are listed below:
First Aid 10/1, Beginning
Golf 10/4, Canoeing 10/5,
Bartending 10/5, Sailing 10/6,
Weight Training 10/7, Jog or
Walk For Fitness 10/11, Lifeguard Recreation 10/21, CPR
10/22. Sponsored by The Union
and Campus Recreation. Sign
up for classes at the Union Info.
Desk in the Loggia. VISA/MC/
Tiger Stripe Accepted.

(800)592-2121 ext. 311.
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell Only 8 Trips &
You Go Free! Best Trips &
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City! Great Resume Experience! 1-800-6786386!
Wanted- Fitness-oriented female interested in working as a
personal trainer and establishing own clientel. 653-6860.
BREAK WEEK, INC., the producer of the Women of Spring
Break Swimsuit Calendar featuring SOLAR TAN-THRU
SWIMSUITS, announces its
search for models for its 119495 school year calendar. If you
are going to be in Florida during Spring Break, 1994 and look
great in a swimsuit, please
comtact us at B.W.I., P.O. box
172125, Tampa, FL 33672-0125.
Models chosen will receive at
least one free swimsuit. One
model will also receive a contract to appear in a future SOLAR TAN-THRU SWIMSUIT
catalog. Call Wayne Pearson at
(813) 839-6892.
Arby's of Clemson: We're
looking for part-time team leaders. Please apply in person. 1066
Tiger Blvd.
Image Consultants needed
immediately. Student & faculty,
do you need cash weekly, a job
that is fun with flexible hours
due to your schedule. Training
available, will have to get your
own kit. Call for appt. Ms, Evans
803-295-1227. 7-10 p.m. Will be
at the Loggia Oct. 12.
CARTOONISTS & HUMOR
WRITERS WANTED for a new
magazine. Talented amateurs
OK. Send samples with a SASE
to CLASSIFIED MUTANT, P.O.
BOX 388003, CHICAGO, IL
60638.
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW! ENVELOPE
STUFFING- $600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New York
11230.

Business Opportunities
Earn an extra $2000 per
month. Is it worth your time to
find out how? 654-3535.
RESEARCHERS/EDITORS
sought by academic publisher.
Job requires travel to Toronto
six times per year. Send resume,
sample academic essay (minimum 1,500 words), and salary
expectations to: Scholastic
Press, 11500 Summit W., Unit
1C, Tampa, FL 33617-2317.
GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE
UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself!! And a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling. 1-800-932-0528,
ext. 75.
FUNDRAISER We're looking for a top student organization that would like to make
$500- $1,500 for a marketing
promotion right on campus. Call

Cruise agency seeking campus sales rep. Work your own
hours and earn free travel. Outgoing individuals call 904-4484084 weekdays for an interview.
Campus representative
needed by sportswear company
to sell to fraternities and sororities. Average $50 to $100 working one night per week. Call 1800-242-8104.
For Sale
CORN SNAKES: Captive bred
babies- $20 Call Bill at 6544315.
'83 Toyota Cressida V-6 engine, Auto, A/C fully loaded
with all luxuries. 140K miles,
excellent trans., $2250 Call 6537776.
CUTE LITTLE CACTUS

PLANTS for your windowsill.
$3 and under. Call 656-3625 or
654-1573.
KINGSNAKES-Captive born
hatchlings from $50 to $100 ea.
Call Dave Lewis 656-3205.

we've got!
Happy Birthday Mike
Colasurdo! Love, everyone at
home in Canada (Mom, Dad,
Carmela, Ron and Joe) XXOO

'86 Nissan Sentra $ 1600.6466546 (H) 656-3068 (O).

Hon: Happy 1st Anniversary.
It will only get better. I promise.
I love you. Love, your hon!

MTX8" BOX Speakers. Good
for room or hatchback car. Lots
of Bass! Paid $199, but will sell
for $95. 656-7200.

MICHELLE, You have a cool
pet! Can we sleep thru another
movie? Dman

Stereo receiver NAD 7225
PE. Like new $199 OBO 6537200.
SONY Portable Discman D-9
with carrying case, headphones,
wire-remote, new in box, accessories included. $ 129 OBO, 6537200.
Two brand new 12 inch MTX
Eliminator subwoofers. Rated
at 150 watts RMS each. $175/
pair OBO. 6544975. Ask for
John.
'86 Chevrolet Nova Charcoal
grey, great condition. Must see!
Excellent MPG and radio. $2000.
Call 226-8327.
For sale: LUDWIG 5-PIECE
ROCKER DRUM SET. Gibralter
double-bass pedal, Paiste cymbals, microphone, 4-channel
mixer, sound-off pads, tons of
accessories. Paid $2000, asking
$1200 OBO. Also willing to sell
separately. Call Steve at 6540750.

Angel, Where's my schedule?
I can't have a "good day" without it! I love you! Nathan
To Rex Backes: Carowinds,
All Sports Cafe, Stanton,
CarrotTop, Ho-Ho-Ho, Atlanta,
Valentine's Day, Fishing, Registration, Fried Chicken, Jurassic
Park, Da Braves, Aerosmith,
Coneheads, Tarheel's '93
Champs! Mohawk...You're one
in a million! Happy 23rd Birthday, Sweetheart! I love you more
than ever, Traci
John Pierce, I am an honors
student, and I have a 3.9 and a
life. If you can't distinguish between your and you're, you obviously can't be doing any bet*
ter!
MGED
Blow the Bones '93
Now heads are really gonna
roll.
Miss Audra: Thanks for folding my clothes! You are a great
roommate. Love ya, K.B.

Need presents? How about
cuddly decorative stuffed bunnies and piggies? $20-$25. Call
654-3188.

Tom, James, Lance, Chip,
Good job with Wall of Water.
Ya'll were great!! The Air Conditioner Man

Miscellaneous

Happy 22nd Birthday to
Kristen, a beautiful soul with
deep green eyes.

Reward: $50 for information
leading to return of stolen Trek
Antelope 820, blue w/ black
splatte design. Call 653-5757.

MICHELLE, Happy 20th
Birthday to ya! Can we ruffle up
Alvin this weekend? D.

DIET 303-339-0443 MAGIC
30 lbs.-30 days-$30. I lost 42
lbs., you can too. Dr. recommended -100% guaranteed - allnatural product - easy tablet
form. Call anytime.
Need information on hit and
run to black Chevy trek parked
in front of McAdams Hall before
noon on Friday, Sept. 17. Call
Katie 656-3263 or CUPD 6562222. Refer to case #P-93-6108.
Looking for my twin "Jennifer"!! If that's your name, you
are a junior approx. 5'3", blond,
blue-eyed and built, I'm looking
for you. I've been mistaken for
you a lot since I've been here.
I'd like to meet you. Contact
P.O. Box 4335.
Personals
Luka...is that you??
Well this is a 1st!
You make me do crazy things.
From your "ticket to ride"
Good luck to the Clemson
Equestrian Team at Georgia
Wesleyan. Show them what

Rentals
Looking for female roommate. Your own room for $160 i
a mo. plus 1/3 utilities. Call
654-8561.
*
Services
Tutor available for any math,
economics or Spanish courses.
Reasonable rates & discounts
for groups. Call 653-9173.

>

Professional Typing and Editing Services: Research papers, L
theses, dissertations. Reasonable rates. Free pick-up and
delivery. Anderson 231-9269.
THE BODYSHOP- offering
personalized training in weight
loss and toning, maintenance g
programs and 30 minute
nonapparatus training. Hwy. 93
Clemson, 653-6860.
Travel
Vacation
Packages:
Bahama...$600, Cancun...$250,
Reno & Lake Tahoe...$600. For
more info., call 639-8107.

